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A Former American President Mocks Phrenology
1. Adams, John Quincy: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM JOHN
QUINCY ADAMS AS MASSACHUSETTS CONGRESSMAN TO PHYSICIAN THOMAS SEWALL, COMMENTING ON PHRENOLOGY AND
PHRENOLOGICAL THEORY]. Washington, D.C. April 5, 1839. [1]p., on a
folded folio sheet, with integral blank leaf. Quarto. Noticeable fraying and chipping along right side affecting a few words. Mild foxing, old folds, docketing on
verso in later blue ink. Very good overall.
A wonderful glimpse into the erudite mind of the sixth President of the United
States during his post-presidential Congressional career. Throughout his public
and private life, John Quincy Adams demonstrated that he was a firm believer in
the power of reason and of science. In this letter Adams responds to correspondence from American physician Thomas Sewall, who was an ardent debunker of
pseudo-sciences such as phrenology. Adams dismisses phrenology as a serious
pursuit, and notes that he has often wondered how two phrenologists could ever
look each other in the face without laughing.
Adams opens the letter by telling Sewall he has “read with great satisfaction your
two Lectures upon the Science of Phrenology, which I have never been able to
prevail upon myself to think of as a Serious Speculation.” Here, Adams is likely
referring to Sewall’s An Examination of Phrenology in Two Lectures, published in
London the previous year.
In the present letter Adams associates phrenology with alchemy, judicial astrology,
and augury (all pseudo-disciplines decidedly out of favor among contemporary
scientists). He compares some aspects of phrenological theory to George Berkeley’s
“antimaterial system,” now known as Berkeley’s theory of immaterialism, which
called for a denial of material reality. Adams then congratulates Sewall on the
success of his lectures, and concludes with news that he is returning newspaper
clippings and a letter from Dr. [Ruel] Keith that Sewall had sent to him previously.

The letter reads, in full:
“Dear Sir I have read with great satisfaction your two Lectures upon the Science
of Phrenology, which I have never been able to prevail upon myself to think of
as a Serious Speculation. I have classed it with Alchemy, with judicial Astrology,
with Augury – and as Cicero says that he wonders how two Roman Augurs could
ever look at each other in the face without laughing, I have felt something of the
same surprize that two learned phrenologists can meet without the like temptation.
“But as it has been said of Bishop Berkley’s antimaterial system t[h]at he has
demonstrated beyond all possibility of refutation, what no man in his s[enses]
can believe, so without your assistance, I should never have been able to enco[un]
ter the system of the thirty-three or thirty-five faculties of the immortal soul
a[s] clustered on the blind side of the head. I thank you for furnishing me with
argument to meet the Doctors, who pack up the five senses in thirty-five parcels
of t[he] brain. I am glad that your Lectures have been so successful, and hope
they will be yet more so in recalling the sober sense of the Material philosophers

of our age to the dignity of an imperishable mind” [Adams has underlined both
the words “material” and “imperishable” to stress his belief in material reality].
“I return the Letter of Dr. Keith, and the newspaper extracts, and remain, Dear
Sir, very respectfully your friend J.Q. Adams.”
John Quincy Adams was an amateur scientist and botanist who put great faith in
scientific inquiry. He was a central figure in the establishment of the Smithsonian
Institution, called for a national university and a national observatory, argued for
universal weights and measures, among other scientific-minded policies. As president, Adams was the first to call for an American expedition along the Northwest
Coast in 1828. He then spent the next eight years in Congress helping to secure
funding for what became the celebrated United States Exploring Expedition led
by Charles Wilkes, which advanced scientific inquiry for the young nation, and
established America as a center for scientific study.
A philosophical and humorous letter by one of our most interesting and intellectually-curious American presidents, attacking a prominent pseudo-science of the
day.
$6500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Inscribed by John Quincy Adams
to His First Cousin, Louisa Catharine Salmon Smith
2. [Adams, John Quincy]: Goodrich, S.G., editor: THE TOKEN AND ATLANTIC SOUVENIR. A CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR’S PRESENT.
Boston: Charles Bowen, 1834. 352pp. plus plates. 19th-century maroon morocco
with elaborately blindstamped boards, spine gilt and elaborately stamped in blind,
a.e.g. Head of spine chipped, upper joint partially split. Minor occasional foxing
to text. Very good. In a maroon half morocco slipcase and chemise, spine gilt.
Presentation copy, inscribed by John Quincy Adams on the blank cartouche of
the engraved presentation leaf: “Louisa C. Smith from J.Q. Adams.” Adams was
the contributor of an essay entitled “The Plague in the Forest, A Fable,” printed
on pages 199-203 of this work. Louisa Catharine Smith (1773-1857) was the
daughter of Abigail Adams’ brother, William Smith, and Louisa Catharine Salmon
Smith – and therefore, John Quincy’s first cousin. The work itself is a collection
of stories, poems, musings, and other short works related to the holidays. At the
time the work was published, Adams was serving Massachusetts in the House of
Representatives, five years after his one term as President ended in 1829.
This copy last appeared in the market at the Sang Sale in 1985. A special, familial
presentation copy from the sixth president and current Congressman to his first
cousin.
$8500.

Catalogue of the Library of John Adams
3. [Adams, John]: DEEDS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS RELATING TO
THE SEVERAL PIECES OF LAND, AND TO THE LIBRARY PRESENTED
TO THE TOWN OF QUINCY, BY PRESIDENT ADAMS, TOGETHER
WITH A CATALOGUE OF THE BOOKS. Cambridge: Printed by Hilliard
and Metcalf, 1823. 67pp. Modern half calf with green cloth boards, spine with
raised bands and compartments stamped in blind with burgundy morocco gilt
label. Light shelf wear. Contemporary inscription in upper margin of titlepage.
Titlepage trimmed (affecting inscription), chip to right margin of titlepage, occasional light foxing. Library stamps on titlepage and final page, light pencil
annotations throughout. Very good.
A fascinating printing of several legal documents pertaining to the donation of
land to the village of Quincy, Massachusetts, by John Adams near the end of his
life, and an important catalogue of his library, which he also gave to his home
town in 1822. Remarkably, his collection is still intact, and is housed in the
Special Collections of the Boston Public Library, to where it was moved in 1894.
Today, the library claims it as the largest collection still together from that critical period of American history. The original donation catalogued in this text
consisted of 2,756 volumes across a wide number of topics including literature,
history, law, politics, science and religion. Adams gave his library to the town
on the condition that a catalogue be made and printed, and that the books be
for the use of a preparatory school to be constructed on the donated property.
The letters documenting those gifts precede the library catalogue in this work.
A quite interesting publication that chronicles the legacy building efforts of the
second President of the United States, and that provides the original catalogue
for his sizable book collection.
SHOEMAKER 11529. SABIN 255, 67288.
$3000.

Inscribed to Cecil Beaton
4. Acton, Harold: PEONIES AND PONIES A NOVEL. London: Chatto &
Windus, 1941. Gilt cloth. Spine cocked, binding a bit darkened and handsoiled,
a few spots to the top edge with a bit of bleed to the top edge of the front endsheets, some light foxing and creasing to a few corners, but a good copy, without
dust jacket.
First edition. An association copy of a high order, inscribed by the author on the
front free endsheet to his contemporary, friend and fellow “Bright Young Thing,”
Cecil Beaton: “To my dear friend Cecil, the brilliant perpetuator of Paquita
Gossamer’s charms (see p. 288) with much love from Harold.” The reference on
p.288 is to a film star and hostess of late-night parties on the roof of the Peiping
Palace Hotel, who has promised Freedie Follicle, social editor of the Peiping Star
Bulletin, “an autographed ‘study’ of herself in Semiramis by Cecil Beaton.” A few
smudges on that page suggest that Beaton turned to it more than once. The first
impression consisted of 1250 copies.
RITCHIE A11a
$1650.

Susan B. Anthony Responds to a Request for a Speaking Engagement
5. Anthony, Susan B.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM SUSAN
B. ANTHONY TO A.H. COMSTOCK, WRITTEN ON THE LETTERHEAD OF T he R evoluTion NEWSPAPER, DISCUSSING A POTENTIAL
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT]. New York. October 4, 1869. [1]p. in purple ink
on a folded quarto sheet, with original envelope (addressed in Anthony’s hand)
including canceled stamp. Old folds, a few light fingerprints, light soiling to
envelope. Very good.
A brief note from Susan B. Anthony, part of a larger conversation discussing a
possible speaking engagement for her in Cambridge, New York. The recipient,
A.H. Comstock, organized a “Regular Lecture Course” for the small city which,
for the 1869-70 season included not only Anthony, but also Mark Twain, who
spoke the following January. In this note, Anthony explains that she’s willing to
come and speak for $50 (a bit on the low side for lecturers during the period), and
that Comstock should suggest a day. Anthony may have had some sentimental
connection as well, since she grew up in nearby Battenville, and taught school in
Cambridge as a young woman. The note is on stationery of The Revolution, the
newspaper founded by Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton in New York City in
1868, with the headline: “Devoted to the discussion of suffrage, the only means
by which equal rights can be secured to woman in the state, the church, the home
and the world of work. An American monetary system – greenbacks for money,
as well for bondholders and capitalists, as for the working classes.”
In the years leading up to the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment the suffrage
movement grew substantially. In 1866, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Lucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, Frederick Douglass, and others formed the American Equal Rights Association (AERA) “to secure Equal Rights to all American
citizens, especially the right of suffrage, irrespective of race, color or sex.” Yet,
in the final proposal, the Fifteenth Amendment prohibited the federal government and each state from denying a citizen the right to vote based only on that
citizen’s “race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” Anthony and Stanton
opposed the amendment unless it was accompanied by a Sixteenth Amendment
that would guarantee suffrage for women; Stone, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper,
and Julia Ward Howe supported it and feared that it would not win congressional approval if it included women’s suffrage. And so, in 1869, they split into
the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA) led by Anthony and Stanton;
and the American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA) led by Stone, Howe, and
Harper. The Revolution served as one of the avenues of delivering the NWSA’s
message, as did regular speaking engagements by Anthony and Stanton, which
helped fund the NWSA.
$2750.

With Much on Slavery on the Island
6. [Antigua]: THE LAWS OF THE ISLAND OF ANTIGUA...VOL. I[-III].
London. 1805, 1818. Three volumes. [8],lxvii,584; [4],xx,636; [4],xxvii,467pp.
Quarto. Modern buckram, gilt leather labels. Library ink stamps and contemporary ownership inscription on titlepages. Light dampstaining, particularly to first
leaves of second volume. Tape repair to p.301 in first volume. Light scattered
foxing throughout. Good.
The laws of the island of Antigua from 1668 through 1817, also including the
laws of the Leeward Islands from 1690 to 1798. Antigua, colonized by the British
in the mid-17th century, served as a major sugar producer and hub for shipping

in the West Indies. The laws include those governing titles to lands, numerous
regulations on slaves, and duties on sugar and molasses produced on the island.
The American Revolutionary War caused a significant disruption in the sugar
trade, and British sentiment against slavery further served to shift the economy
of the island in the late 18th century.
These laws were originally issued as a two-volume set in 1805, though the third
volume followed in 1818 and is noted as Volume III on the titlepage, covering the
period from 1805 to 1818. An important set of laws governing a major British
sugar colony in the West Indies.
$5000.

With an Autograph Letter
7. [Ashendene Press]: A HAND-LIST OF THE BOOKS PRINTED AT
THE ASHENDENE PRESS MDCCCXCV – MCMXXV [wrapper title],
Shelley House, Chelsea: The Ashendene Press, 1925. [16]pp. Small quarto (22
x 16 cm). Sewn blue paper wrapper. Private collector’s bookplate inside front
wrapper, otherwise fine.
A retrospective handlist and prospectus printed in red and black on the 31st anniversary of the founding of the press. The Cervantes is described as in preparation. Laid in is a one-page a.l.s., 14 February 1928, on Shelley House letterhead,
from C. H. St. John Hornby forwarding the hand-list and noting that the entire
edition of Don Quixote has been subscribed for and he is unable to send a specimen leaf.
$750.

A Pioneering American Architect Settles a Property Dispute
8. [Benjamin, Asher]: [PROPERTY DEED RESOLVING A DISPUTE
BETWEEN ARCHITECT ASHER BENJAMIN AND PAINTER JAMES
FERRITER]. [Boston. July 3, 1815]. [4]pp. on a single folded folio sheet, with
blind embossed paper seal intact, docketed on verso of second leaf. Old folds with
separation starting at most folds, two small holes (no loss of text), slight chipping
to edges, light tanning, a few spots of soiling. Good plus.
A manuscript property deed which also appears to settle a dispute the important
architect, Asher Benjamin, had with “James Ferriter Junior...Painter.” Signed by
Shubael Bell, Boston deputy sheriff, and countersigned by William Donnison,
justice of the peace and another unidentified witness, the document describes
the amount owed by Ferriter on a mortgaged property. Bell explains that he
proceeded to arrange the sale of the property for which he posted public notices
around the city and published ads in a local newspaper announcing the sale. He
goes on to state that Benjamin was the successful bidder, and thus the property
and title passes to him; Bell also gives the precise location of the parcel.
The Ferriter name was common throughout the greater Boston area at this time.
Though we found a James Ferriter identified as a “ropemaker,” we found no other
record of him as a painter. Shubael Bell (1766-1819) was likely well-acquainted
with Benjamin. Although he had moved into civil service as a deputy sheriff and
jailer, he started his life as a housewright, following in the footsteps of his father,
John Bell, a well-known builder. William Donnison (1757-1834) had served as
an aide to John Hancock in the Revolutionary War; he was elected to the Court
of Common Pleas in 1797.
Asher Benjamin’s Federal and later Greek revival architectural style dominated
late colonial design throughout New England and beyond to the South and the
Midwest. “[T]here is scarcely a village which in moulding profiles, cornice details,
church spire, or farm-house does not reflect his influence” – DAB. Benjamin was
a prolific architectural writer as well and published The Country Builder’s Assistant
(1797), The American Builder’s Companion (1806), The Rudiments of Architecture (1814),
and the very popular Practical House Carpenter (1830) among other well-known
works. “The career of our first American architectural writer, Asher Benjamin
(1773-1845), covered several decades of the early nineteenth century. Both the
books he wrote and the buildings he designed had an influence on building in
New England that is still visible” (Thompson).
Neville Thompson, “Tools of Persuasion: The American Architectural Book of
the Nineteenth Century” in The American Illustrated Book in the Nineteenth Century
(1987), p.142.
$750.

John Wilkes Booth Plays Shakespeare During the Civil War
9. [Booth, John Wilkes]: BOSTON MUSEUM...FAREWELL BENEFIT OF
J. WILKES BOOTH WHO WILL HAVE THE HONOR OF APPEARING
ON THIS OCCASION IN TWO SHAKESPERIAN [sic] CHARACTERS!
SHYLOCK AND PETRUCHIO! Boston: F.A. Searle Printer, [1863]. Broadside,
13¼ x 4¾ inches. Old folds, minor edge wear, light scattered foxing. Near fine.
A handsome broadside advertising John Wilkes Booth as the lead in two Shakespeare productions to be performed at the Boston Museum in February, 1863.
Booth played Shylock in Merchant of Venice and then Petruchio in Katharine &
Petruchio (a reworking of The Taming of the Shrew), two of the most memorable
roles in the canon of the Bard. In addition to the two Shakespeare productions,
Booth is also advertised as performing as both conjoined twins Louis and Fabian
in a Saturday afternoon production of Corsican Brothers, a play based on a novella
by Alexandre Dumas.
John Wilkes Booth must have learned much about revenge from his portrayal
of Shylock. The character is one of Shakespeare’s most complex characters, and
his famous soliloquy about revenge echoes loudly, if one replaces the word “Jew”
with the word “Confederate:”
“To bait fish withal: if it will feed nothing else, it will feed my revenge. He hath
disgraced me, and hindered me half a million; laughed at my losses, mocked at
my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted my bargains, cooled my friends, heated
mine enemies; and what’s his reason? I am a Jew. Hath not a Jew eyes? Hath
not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions fed with the same
food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the
same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter and summer, as a Christian
is? If you prick us, do we not bleed? If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you
poison us, do we not die? And if you wrong us, shall we not revenge? If we are
like you in the rest, we will resemble you in that. If a Jew wrong a Christian,
what is his humility? Revenge. If a Christian wrong a Jew, what should his sufferance be by Christian example? Why, revenge. The villainy you teach me, I
will execute, and it shall go hard but I will better the instruction.”
A fascinating piece of ephemera publicizing Booth’s portrayal of not one but
two famous Shakespeare characters, one of which must have informed President
Lincoln’s assassin about the nature of revenge.
$3500.

A Periodical Central to 20th-Century Literature
10. [Borges, Jorge Luis, et al]: SUR REVISTA TRIMESTRAL. Buenos Aires.
July 1937 through November 1947. Whole numbers 34 through 74, 95 through
128, and 141 through 158. Bound up in sixteen volumes, wrappers bound in, for
James Laughlin. Occasional sunning or dust marking to bindings, occasional text
blocks tanned, as usual, but very good or better.
Edited by Victoria Ocampo, at various times in association with Jorge Luis
Borges, Waldo Frank, Ortega y Gasset, Alfonso Reyes and others. Perhaps the
most important Latin American periodical of its times. Eventually 371 numbers
were published through 1992 (though many were multiple numbers in later years).
Borges was a frequent contributor – as associate editor, as reviewer, and as contributor of original fiction (as well as H. Bustos Domecq); several of his major
books appeared under the Sur imprint. Other contributors to Sur during the
course of its life included L. Hughes, Huxley, Gropius, Michaux, Masters, Reyes,
Heidegger, Maritain, Benda, Mistral, Gide, Breton, Eluard, Berdayev, Malraux,
Jimenez, Steinbeck, Amado, G. Greene, J. Stafford, Eliot, Camus, Koestler,
Shaw, et al. Significant attention was paid to contemporary writing and film, and
to understanding movements, including Surrealism.
$2000.

In Print for Nearly a Decade
11. Bukowski, Charles: CRUCIFIX IN A DEATHHAND ...NEW POEMS
1963-65. New York: Lyle Stuart / Loujon Press Award Book, [1965]. Quarto.
Pictorial stiff wrappers. Illustrations by Noel Rockmore. About fine, but without
the bellyband.
First edition. One of 3100 copies printed in New Orleans at the Loujon Press,
signed and dated by the author (“3-20-65”). There were also several subvariants
of various deluxe natures. The author’s second major collection, in print for nearly
a decade at the original price through Lyle Stuart, its publisher.
KRUMHANSL A15.
$450.

“This is the Grape for the Million”
12. Bull, Ephraim W.: THE CONCORD GRAPE. THIS VERY REMARKABLE AMERICAN VARIETY IS THE GREATEST ACQUISITION THAT
HAS EVER YET BEEN MADE TO OUR HARDY NATIVE GRAPES, AND
SUPPLIES THE DESDERATUM SO LONG WANTED, OF A SUPERIOR
TABLE GRAPE.... Concord, Ma. March 1859. Illustrated broadside, 19 x 13½
inches. A few small chips and tears in the edges, neat tape repairs on the verso.
Old stains and tidelines. Good overall.
A striking and persuasive broadside singing the praises of the Concord grape, illustrated with a handsome, large woodcut of a bunch of dark, ripe grapes. This
broadside was issued by Ephraim Wales Bull, the New England farmer who
developed the Concord grape around 1849. It quickly grew in popularity for its
ability to withstand the chilly climes of New England, and for its versatility as a
table and juice grape. Here, ten years after his initial cultivation of the Concord,
Bull attempts to reclaim his share of the market for his grape, by offering direct
bulk sales of the vines. The upper half of the broadside is dominated by the illustration of a bunch of Concord grapes, and text touting its virtues – including its
ability to withstand the cold climate of the Northeast, the size of its bunches; the
color, taste, and juiciness of its fruit; its imperviousness to mildew, rot, or dropoff, and its earlier ripening and superior taste to rival varieties, the Isabella and
the Diana. The lower half of the sheet consists of testimonials from growers and
nurserymen as to the fine qualities of the Concord grape, especially as compared
to the Isabella. Finally, costs of the vines – individually or by the dozen – are
given, with orders to be directed to Ephraim Bull in Concord.
We find no copies of this broadside listed in OCLC. A significant artifact of the
marketing of a staple American grape, issued by its developer. Rare.
$1500.

An Unrecorded Image of the Chaplain of the 54th Mass. Regiment
13. [Civil War]: [Harrison, Samuel, Rev.]: [ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPH OF
REV. SAMUEL HARRISON, CHAPLAIN OF THE FAMED 54th MASSACHUSETTS COLORED INFANTRY]. [N.p., likely Boston. ca. 1865].
Albumen photograph, 8¾ x 5¾ inches, mounted on card. Moderate fading, a bit
of spotting in the image. Verso darkened from exposure to wooden backing, now
removed from backing and period frame, backing tape still attached to verso along
top edge. Remnants from previous mat at top edge. Good, and a worthy candidate
for professional conservation.
An apparently unrecorded image of Rev. Samuel Harrison, a former slave and
fierce abolitionist who served as Chaplain of the 54th Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry, the famous Civil War regiment of U.S. Colored Troops.
Colonel Robert Gould Shaw led the 54th Mass. Regiment, the second unit of
colored troops formed by the Union Army but ultimately the most famous allblack infantry unit to fight in the Civil War, as seen in the film, Glory. After
Shaw was killed at the Battle of Fort Wagner, Massachusetts Governor John A.
Andrew recommended that Rev. Samuel Harrison serve as Chaplain to help the
unit’s morale. Harrison accepted, and was also instrumental in getting equal
pay for black soldiers. Harrison’s demand that he receive the same pay as white
chaplains led Gov. Andrew and United States Attorney General Edward Bates to
write letters to President Lincoln to end the discriminatory practice of unequal
pay among white and black soldiers in the Union army. In June 1864 legislation
requiring equal pay for black units, retroactive to January 1864, was passed in
the Army appropriations bill.
Images of Rev. Samuel Harrison are rare, and online exemplars seem to vary widely.
The present example appears to be a much younger version of Rev. Harrison
compared to the image of him at age eighty-one held by the Samuel Harrison
House. Here, he also appears to be wearing a chaplain’s uniform, indicating this
is a wartime or near-wartime image of him. The verso of the photograph has a
penciled note reading: “Rev Samuel Harrison 54th Mass.”
$2750.

One of 26 Signed by All
14. Coolidge, Clark, and Tom Veitch: TO OBTAIN THE VALUE OF THE
CAKE MEASURE FROM ZERO A PLAY IN ONE ACT. San Francisco:
Pants Press, 1970. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only,
stapled into pictorial upper wrapper. Modest dust tanning at extreme edges of
upper wrapper, but a very good or better copy.
First edition of this important collaboration, decked out in a pictorial wrapper
by George Schneeman. In addition to 124 numbered copies, this is copy ‘s’ of 26
lettered copies, signed by the authors and the artist.
$450.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

A Stephen Crane Black Tulip
15. Crane, Stephen [“office boy” & “drink mixer], and L. C. Senger, Jr.
[“associate office boy”]: PIKE COUNTY PUZZLE ...VOL. I NO.1. “Camp
Interlaken, Penn.” 28 August 1894. [4]pp. Folio leaflet (15” x 12 1/8” ; 38 x 31
cm). Text printed in four columns. Horizontal fold, with small break at margin
at fold, slight tanning at edges and along fold faintly in excess of the uniform
tan tone of the wove paper stock, faint tidemark at extreme lower corner of top
sheet, otherwise an unusually nice copy of a very fragile item.
One of the black tulips of Crane collecting, being his second separate publication,
albeit with some likely contribution by L. C. Singer, Jr. The ...Puzzle ...is a 4
page mock newspaper, formatted as a parody of a small town newspaper, written
by Crane at an adult camp, Twin Lakes, where he spent part of the summers of
1894 and 1895. The text is based on the experiences Crane and his cohorts had
while at the camp, and during their return trip. The paper was set up and printed
for them by the staff of the Port Jervis Union. On September 7th, The Port Jervis
Union printed an appreciative notice of the Pike County Puzzle’s appearance and
content. An account of the circumstances is contained in The Crane Log. Much

of the content is jocular in nature, including Crane’s identification of himself
as “office boy,” and in an advert on the last page, as “Drink Mixer.” Among
the other content is a “stenographic” report of “Dinner-Time Conversations”:
“Miss Pronk (with a sudden rush of courage). – ‘Mr. Crane, dont you like the
Lays of Ancient Rome? I think they are awfully sweet. Crane:- ‘My uncle had a
hen named Ancient Rome, once, and her eggs were popular all over the county.
Yes, Miss Pronk, you are undoubtedly right....’” Personal advertisements, “Telegraphic News” from other locales, and similar tongue-in-cheek texts round out
the mix. Until a clearly identified facsimile was published in 1967 by The Stephen
Crane Newsletter in an edition of 300 copies, including 70 on white laid paper,
this original edition was the sole printing in this format. While not an absolute
rarity in the strictest sense -- OCLC locates 19 copies at institutions not likely
to have commingled entries for the facsimile with entries for the real thing -- it
is scarce in the market place.
WILLIAMS & STARRETT 43. Wertheim & Sorrentino, The Crane Log, pp.109113. BAL 4069. OCLC: 8523158 (etc).
$6250.

Lengthy Run of a Connecticut Almanac
16. Daboll, Nathan: [CONSECUTIVE RUN OF FORTY-NINE ISSUES OF
DABOLL’S T he n ew e ngland a lmanac , and F aRmeRs F Riend FROM 1844
TO 1892]. New London. [1843-1891]. Forty-nine complete individual issues,
from 32pp. to 80pp. each. Mostly original printed self-wrappers, with a handful
of issues bound in separately-printed wrappers, all stitched. Partial loss to one
leaf in 1847 issue and penultimate leaf in 1879 issue, small area of loss to last leaf
of 1891 issue. Various levels of rubbing, edge wear, staining, foxing, and toning.
Overall, very good condition.
A substantial, unbroken run spanning six decades of the Daboll family’s The New
England Almanac, and Farmers Friend. This collection of almanacs provides an
important historical record of the agricultural and economic conditions in Connecticut in the latter half of the 19th century, with important information on
astronomical and atmospheric conditions and a wealth of articles intended to help
the farmer. Within these almanacs there is also a vast amount of information on
the economic life of New London, evidenced by the numerous advertisements
present throughout.
This almanac series created by Nathan Daboll (1780-1863) and produced by
him until the 1864 issue, after which they were brought forth by his son, David
A. Daboll. In addition to being
a publisher of almanacs, Nathan
Daboll was a Connecticut politician,
judge, and author of mathematical
textbooks; he learned both the almanac and textbook ventures from
his own father, also named Nathan
Daboll, and passed them both to
his son. In fact, Nathan and David
Daboll together revised the senior
Nathan’s original math textbook,
Schoolmaster’s Assistant, into Daboll’s
New Arithmetic. All but one of the
almanacs here was published in New
London; the 1845 issue carries a
Norwich imprint.
A wonderful, unbroken collection
of 19th-century American almanacs.
DRAKE 1208, 1219, 1232, 1254,
1273, 1289, 1322 (for issues published before 1850).
$2500.

Righteous Critique of Slavery and the Confederacy, in Images and Text
17. [Davis, Jefferson]: Johnston, D[avid] C[laypoole]: THE HOUSE THAT
JEFF BUILT. [Boston]. 1863. Engraved broadside, 11¾ x 16¾ inches. Minute
chip at right edge, not affecting image. Slight toning, one small spot of foxing.
Near fine.
A sharp satire of the slave trade, Jefferson Davis, and the Confederacy, consisting
of twelve engraved vignettes parodying the nursery rhyme, “This is the House that
Jack Built.” Here, Johnston questions the literal humanity of the slave traders,
in images and text. The first illustration shows “The House That Jeff Built,” a
slave holding pen with an auction broadside posted on the wall. Other illustrations show enslaved Africans awaiting the auction, the auctioneer at his podium,

and families and individuals being sold.
One illustration is an isolated image
of a whip, while in the next panel an
overseer beats a slave, tied to a post,
across his exposed back. The text is as
caustic as the illustrations: “This is the
thing, by some call’d a man, / Whose
trade is to sell all the chattels he can...”;
and confirms the ultimate fates of all
involved with the slave trade, “Here the
slave breeder parts with his own flesh /
To a trader down south, in the heart of
secesh. / Thus trader and breeder secure
without fail, / The lasting attachment
of him with a tail....” Finally, Johnston
turns to Davis directly: “Here’s the arch
rebel Jeff whose infamous course / has
bro’t rest to the plow and made active
the hearse, / And invoked on his head
every patriots curse, / Spread ruin and
famine to stock the slave pen...But Jeff’s
infamous house is doom’d to come down, / So says Uncle Sam and so said John
Brown....”
David Claypoole Johnston (1797?-1865), dubbed “the American Cruikshank” by
Clarence S. Brigham, was a noted cartoonist and humorist as well as a professional
actor, performing for theatre companies in Boston and Philadelphia. As an artist,
engraver, and lithographer, he produced numerous caricatures and political cartoons, many of which were considered too controversial for publication. OCLC
locates nine copies of this broadside, at Yale, Dartmouth, Miami University, Brown,
Library of Congress, Massachusetts Historical Society, Princeton, Boston Public
Library, and Cornell. There is also a copy at the American Antiquarian Society.
JOHNSON, DAVID CLAYPOOL [sic] JOHNSTON, 75. REILLY, AMERICAN POLITICAL PRINTS 1863-9. WEITENKAMPF 138. OCLC 12256874,
299946901, 191119927, 892484763, 966267362.
$2000.

The products bought, services paid for, and occasional
items sold by the Delanos include gin, port wine, brandy,
duck, cast iron pumps, lead pipe, chain, nails, sugar, tea,
fish, ivory knives, forks, paper, quills, pencils, mahogany
boxes, bird’s eye maple, flour, sweet oil, belaying pins,
block pins, bread, felt hats, barrels of cordial, coffee, pork,
beef, rum, salt, metal, sewing twine, tobacco, molasses,
shoes, boots, chickens, turkeys, hogs, veal, corn, and more.
The merchants with whom the Delanos trade are numerous and include Luther Briggs, James Fuller, John
R. Bradlee, Nathan Carruth, John M. Marston, William
Fisk, George Dana, Solomon Washburn, Joseph Clark,
Abner Alden, Rufus Ripley, Parker H. Pearce, Charles
Cobb, Joseph Foster, Charles Bartlett, Josiah Robbins,
Jacob Hall, Lysander Bartlett, Josiah Thatcher, Abraham
Quincy, William Humphrey, and others.

Decades Worth of Records
of a Multi-Generational American Shipping Firm
18. [Delano, Benjamin]: [Delano, Joshua]: [SUBSTANTIAL ARCHIVE OF
MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE DELANO FAMILY
SHIPPING BUSINESS]. [Various locations in Massachusetts, mostly Kingston
and Boston, plus other locations such as Plymouth, Halifax, and New Orleans.
1798-1870]. 192 manuscripts documents, ranging from 2½ x 6 inches to 12 x 7½
inches, including a handful of partially-printed forms. Occasional staining and
foxing, a few small holes, but overall very good.
An interesting and informative collection of documents relating to the shipping
activities of Benjamin and Joshua Delano, members of a prominent New England
shipping family. The Delano shipping business was based in Kingston, Massachusetts, where Delano’s Wharf, built by Benjamin in 1803, still stands. The lion’s
share of the documents present here pertain to Benjamin Delano. The documents
are primarily account sheets, invoices, and receipts, mostly for the purchase of a
wide variety of products, and date mainly from before 1844. It is a vital record
of an important New England family’s business dealings during the early years
of the developing American nation.

The receipts are sometimes made out to “Captain” Benjamin or Joshua Delano. An interesting receipt from April
1801 signed by Benjamin Delano notes that he paid $200
for his brother Joshua regarding a “Voyage to Martinico.”
On November 4, 1804, Benjamin paid $13 to Samuel
Dickson for painting a schooner. Benjamin bought flour
and molasses from John Kennedy of Boston on April 6,
1805. On April 7, 1806, Benjamin enumerated a freight
shipment from Boston to Kingston of nine staples such as
molasses, coffee, and flour, and also “wharfage,” “truckage,” currency exchange,
and commissions. In February 1839, Benjamin purchased pantaloons, a doublebreasted vest, and the requisite thread, buttons, and linings from a Kingston
merchant named Justus Harlow. On April 24, 1838, Benjamin paid $7.50 for
five days work to Philander Sampson. The documents pertaining to Benjamin
are all in a similar vein.
One document records that on December 27, 1799, Capt. Joshua Delano purchased a litany of products from Samuel Harris, including gin, lisbon wine, wine
glasses, oil, mustard, tobacco, sugar, and soap. There is also an accounting sheet
listing expenses for Joshua Delano in 1801, including a schooner to Martinico, the
same voyage mentioned above for which Benjamin paid $200. The accounting
sheet also lists purchases from Joshua for coffee, rum, labor for unloading ships
in Boston, and other business expenses. Five folio pages from New Orleans in
1864 detail the costs associated with maintaining a schooner called the Island
Bell in Havana. As with many American shipping companies, the Delano family
made a fair trade in the West Indies.
A deep and valuable collection of original manuscript documents relating to an
important Massachusetts shipping firm in the first half of the 19th century, worthy
of further research.
$1750.

Spanish Newsletter on Portuguese Wars in Asia, 1625
19. [Dutch-Portuguese War]: RELACION CIERTA Y VERDADERA DE LA
FELIZ VITORIA Y PROSPEROS SUCESSOS QUE EN LA INDIA ORIENTAL HAN CONSEGUIDO LOS PORTUGUESES, CONTRA ARMADAS
MUY PODEROSAS DE OLANDO, Y PERSIA, ESTE AÑO DE 1624. LA
FECHA EN LA CIUDAD DE GOA, CABEÇA DE AQUEL REYNO, A 27.
DE MARÇO, DEL DICHO AÑO, Y VINO EN LA NAO SANTO TOMÊ.
Madrid: Bernardino de Guzman, 1625. [4]pp. In Spanish. Decorative woodcut
initial on first page. Small folio. Dbd. Light contemporary annotations in margins
of each page. Early folds. Loss, repaired in silk, to gutter and outer margins and
along one fold, affecting a few characters of text on p.[4]. Overall very good.
Rare Spanish newsletter reporting on recent victories by the Portuguese against
the Dutch, the Persians, and others throughout Asia in 1624. The early 17th
century saw the Dutch begin to present a serious threat to Portuguese power and
commerce in the East, and by the mid-1620s the Portuguese were beleaguered
by constant attacks by the Dutch navy and its various Asian allies. The present
Spanish newsletter celebrates one of the last great series of Dutch defeats by the
Portuguese, who are lauded here by their Iberian partners as worldwide defenders
of the Catholic faith holding their ground against overwhelming odds. Within
a few years the Dutch would clearly gain the upper hand in Asia, both militarily
and commercially, and by 1663 would control much of the Malabar Coast, Ceylon,
Indonesia, Malacca, and European trade with Japan, leaving Portugal only with
bases at Macao, East Timor, and Portuguese India.
The newsletter discusses several naval battles off the coast of Persia, down the
Malabar Coast to Ceylon, to Malacca, China, and Macao. A significant portion
of the pamphlet describes the heavy Portuguese losses sustained by repeated
attacks on Macao by the Dutch, who by this time had established a base in the
Pescadores Islands. In the last paragraph attention is turned to the activities of
the Jesuits in Ethiopia (described here as the “Realm of Prester John”) and the
recent conversion of Ethiopian King Suseynos to Roman Catholicism. Palau
records four printings of the text, assigning priority to the present document
and locating one copy at the National Library in Madrid. Palau also notes that a
copy of this printing was sold by Maggs Bros. for £5 5s in 1927 and by Melchor
García for 35 pesetas in 1934. OCLC locates four copies, at the Bavarian State
Library in Germany, the University of Amsterdam, the Newberry Library, and
the University of Chicago.
PALAU 257729.
$5500.

First Cabinetmaker’s Guide Published in America
20. [Furniture]: [Siddons, G.A.]: THE CABINET-MAKER’S GUIDE: OR
RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS IN THE ART OF VARNISHING, DYING,
STAINING, JAPANNING, POLISHING, LACKERING AND BEAUTIFYING WOOD, IVORY, TORTOISE-SHELL AND METAL. WITH OBSERVATIONS ON THEIR MANAGEMENT AND APPLICATION. Greenfield,
Ma. 1825. 108pp. Publisher’s advertisements on rear board. 16mo. Original
printed paper-covered boards. Moderate staining to boards, minor chipping to
spine ends, minor edge wear. Moderate scattered foxing. Very good, and wholly
unsophisticated. Untrimmed.
The first American printing of the first American furniture finisher’s manual,
reprinted from the original British edition by G.A. Siddons. “A new edition,
with considerable additions. Including an appendix containing several valuable
tables.” Clear and concise instructions are given for dying and staining woods,
making glue, making and applying varnish, polishing, japanning, cleaning woods
and metals, and much more. For example, to make furniture oil “Take linseed
oil, put it in a glazed pipkin, with as much alkanet root as it will cover; let it boil
gently, and you will find it become of a strong red color: let it cool, and it will
be fit for use.” Six tables in the appendix provide assistance for figuring lengths
and weights, and an index follows.
Western Massachusetts was obviously a place of great architectural and design
innovation during the American Federal period as both the present title and
Asher Benjamin’s landmark architecture book, The Country Builder’s Assistant...,
were printed in Greenfield. Not in American Imprints. Highly desirable and a
landmark in American crafts.
RINK 1793.
$6000.

The First Bank Robbery in the United States
21. [Green, Edward W.]: THE LIFE, CHARACTER, AND CAREER OF
EDWARD W. GREEN, POSTMASTER OF MALDEN, THE MURDERER
OF FRANK E. CONVERSE [wrapper title]. Boston: Benjamin B. Russell, 1864.
23pp. Original pictorial self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Moderate scattered
foxing. Very good.
A rare true crime pamphlet recounting what is considered the first bank robbery in the United States. The crime was perpetrated by Edward W. Green, the
partially-handicapped postmaster of Malden, Massachusetts. On December 15,
1863, eighteen-year-old bank teller Frank E. Converse was left in charge of the
Malden Bank while his boss went to nearby Boston. Sometime during the morning, “in the broad light of day,” Converse was “shot down in cold blood” inside
the bank, taking a bullet in the side of the head. After an investigation by two
Boston detectives, Edward W. Green was arrested for the crime on February 7,
1864. Shortly after his arrest, Green confessed to the murder, along with the theft
of $5,000 from the teller’s drawer, constituting the first bank robbery in American
history. Green’s crime pre-dated by over two years the 1866 Jesse James robbery
of the town bank in Liberty, Missouri. Following his murder confession, Green
admitted to further crimes of fraud and arson in separate incidents, though by
the time of his trial Green decided to fight the charges by pleading not guilty.
The pamphlet concludes ahead of Green’s trial, which the pamphlet claims should
“assuredly rank among American causes célèbres.” The front wrapper includes an
engraved portrait of the titular criminal, which “may be relied upon as an accurate
delineation of the features of E.W. Green.” OCLC records just four physical
copies, at Cornell, New York Historical, Kentucky, and the Clements Library.
McDADE 381. OCLC 41988209.
$1500.

First Book of the Press
22. [Grenfell Press]: THE GRENFELL PRESS TYPEFACES &C. New York:
In Association with The X Press, March 1980. [6],25,[1]pp. Quarto (29.2 x 20.5
cm). Sewn limp linen wrappers, printed paper label, Japanese Tairea endsheets.
Illustrations and decorations. Fine.
First edition. The first publication to be formally identified as a production of
the Grenfell Press, this being copy #60 of a total edition of eighty-five copies
printed by hand by Leslie Miller on handmade Milbourne paper on a Vandercook
proofing press. Various illustrations, including a drypoint printed on a Wepplo
etching press, accompany the display of innovative as well as traditional typographic
presentations, all foreshadowing the accomplishments to come. The colophon
incorporates a mission statement. Uncommon.
$550.

Complete Run
of an Early American Technical and Agricultural Journal
23. Holmes, Ezekiel, editor: THE NEW-ENGLAND FARMERS’ AND MECHANICS’ JOURNAL. VOL. I [all published]. Gardiner, Me.: Published by P.
Sheldon, [1828]. viii,288pp. plus twelve plates, some folding. Contemporary dark
brown calf and brown marbled boards, old gilt titling applied by hand to spine.
Minor flaking and chipping to joints and extremities, corners bumped. Slight
age-toning to text, occasional creasing, foxing, and minor soiling throughout.
Overall, very good.
A complete run of twelve issues of this useful and informative early 19th-century
American scientific and agricultural periodical, covering the year 1828. Each
issue numbers twenty-four pages, and the whole is continuously paginated. The
articles cover machining, animal husbandry, horticulture, tanning animal hides,
growing hemp, making cider, managing bees, and a wide range of other topics.
There are also notices in each issue of recent inventions and products new to
the agricultural market. Of particular interest are the twelve engraved plates illustrating a variety of contemporary machines and farming implements, such as
“Flagg’s Patent Revolving Brick Press,” “Lane’s Corn Sheller,” and a “Cider Mill
and Press,” with the final two plates featuring different breeds of sheep. The
first ten plates were lithographed by Pendleton Litho, while the sheep plates were
executed by Senefelder Press in Boston. A table of contents at the beginning
helps locate relevant articles in each volume.
The New-England Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Journal was edited by Ezekiel Holmes,
M.D., a Professor of Chemistry, Natural History, and Agriculture at the Gardiner
Lyceum in Maine. This copy carries a near-contemporary ownership inscription
in pencil on the titlepage, reading, “J.S. Swift Farmington Maine 1840.” Not
in Shaw & Shoemaker. About fifteen copies in OCLC, most of them single issues or incomplete runs. An exceedingly rare complete volume of Holmes’ early
American agricultural periodical, rarely found complete.
RINK 107. UNION LIST OF SERIALS, p.2987. SABIN 52680 (first issue only).
OCLC 475896056, 12704691, 12697629.
$1250.

A Patriot’s Copy
24. Johnson, Samuel: LETTERS TO AND FROM THE LATE ...TO WHICH
ARE ADDED, SOME POEMS NEVER BEFORE PRINTED. PUBLISHED
FROM THE ORIGINAL MSS. IN HER POSSESSION, BY HESTER LYNCH
PIOZZI. Dublin: Printed for Messers. R. Moncrieffe, L. White, P. Byrne [etc],
1788. Two volumes bound in one. xvi,279[1]; ix,[1],306pp. Octavo. Original
mottled calf. Upper fore-quadrant of rear free endsheet neatly clipped away, early
paper mend to where an early signature was cut away from the blank fore-edge
of the title-leaf, front free endsheet neatly excised, otherwise a very good copy.
First Dublin edition, published the same year as the London edition. As per
Fleeman, there are no press-figures in the first volume, but they appear in the
second volume. The present copy is an excellent example of the migration of Irish
imprints into late 18th century North America. It bears the ownership signature
on the upper margin of the title of James McHenry (1753 – 1816), Irish-born,
Dublin-educated colonial patriot, who translated to Philadelphia ca. 1771, where
he studied medicine under Benjamin Rush. He joined the colonial army as medical officer in January 1776, and was taken prisoner at Fort Washington until
the spring of 1778, After his release, he served as secretary to Washington and
became his trusted life-long friend and advisor, and in later years served as his
Secretary of War. McHenry sat in the Maryland Senate, and was a member of
the U.S. Constitutional Convention as the first of the Maryland delegates to be
seated. He continued to hold office until his retirement in 1801. Fort McHenry
was named in his honor. The taste for Dublin editions and piracies of English
books held sway in colonial and post-colonial North America, in part due to their
generally lower cost and in part due to accessibility. Of course McHenry acquired
this book after he was firmly ensconced in North America, and it bears the 2.5
x 3.5 cm printed book label of Philadelphia booksellers H. & P. Rice – No. 16
South Second and No. 50 Market Street – in the corner of the front pastedown.
COURTNEY & SMITH, pp. 168-9. FLEEMAN 88.3L/2. ESTC T075351.
ROTHSCHILD 1270.
$2100.

A Landmark of Victorian Color Illustration
25. Jones, Owen: THE GRAMMAR OF ORNAMENT ...ILLUSTRATED
BY EXAMPLES FROM VARIOUS STYLES OF ORNAMENT.... London:
Day and Son, Lithographers to the Queen, 1856. Large folio (57 x 38 cm; 22.5
x 15 inches). Publisher’s three-quarter dark maroon morocco and brown cloth,
with large gilt red morocco title label on upper board. Letterpress title in red and
black, additional chromolithographed title and one hundred chromolithographed
plates (a few tinted, the majority in brilliant colors). Joints and extremities worn,
with cracking to upper joint (with 20 cm narrow separation down from top),
thumb-size surface snag in cloth on lower board, 9 x 6 cm light angular discoloration at top of front board, two 20th-century ownership inscriptions on front
endsheet, occasional offset from plates to tissue guards, tissue guard for plate 46
torn and detached, rare modest foxing and/or finger smudging to the margins of
an occasional plate and more often to tissue guards, rear endsheets heavily foxed,
with consequent foxing to plate 100, which also has a shallow tidemark in the top
margin toward the gutter. Withal, internally a very good or somewhat better copy.
First edition. Illustrated with 100 folio plates numbered in (with an exception
or two) Roman, drawn on stone by F. Bedford and printed in colors by Day and
Son. With additional wood-engraved illustrations in text. Jones (1809 – 1874)
brought to his career as an artist his experiences as an architect, which influenced the subject of his Details and Ornaments from the Alhambra, and this, “the
culminating work of Jones’s career ...Jones’s remarkable synthesis is not only a
notable illustrated book, but a great book tout court” – Ray. It enjoyed successive editions, the monumental production expenses being justified by the book
having been adopted as a required text for use in the British schools of design.
In addition to the illustrative element, Jones included in the text his rationale
for ornamental art, and thirty-seven propositions concerning the arrangement of
color in architecture and decorative arts.
Ray, The Illustrator and the Book in England from 1790 to 1914, 228.
$4850.

First Natural History of New England
26. Josselyn, John: AN ACCOUNT OF TWO VOYAGES TO NEW-ENGLAND. London: Printed for Giles Widdows, 1674. [8],215,[9],227-279,[3]pp.
License leaf with woodcut printer’s device (often lacking) preceding titlepage,
errata leaf following the dedication, and 3pp. advertisements in the rear. Small
octavo. Late 19th-century red morocco, boards ruled in gilt, spine richly gilt with
raised bands, gilt inner dentelles, a.e.g., marbled endpapers. First and final leaves
lightly dust-soiled, leaves washed and pressed, faint occasional foxing. Bookplate
on front pastedown (see below). Near fine.
First edition of a scarce 17th-century description of New England, including valuable observations on the natural history of the region: “the earliest work on the
Natural History of New England” (Rich). This copy is from the respected collection of C.L.F. Robinson in Newport, with his bookplate on the front pastedown.
Josselyn visited America in 1638-39 and again from 1663 to 1671. Although parts
of his history are based on inaccurate references, the book is renowned for its
firsthand observations of the natural history of New England and the description
of the situation with the Indians prior to King Philip’s War in 1675.
Josselyn’s work includes an herbal, with numerous botanical as well as medical
and surgical descriptions, and is considered the “first complete description of
the flora and fauna of the Middle Atlantic and New England States” (Winsor).
The cranberry, wild turkey, blueberry, and other northeastern species are fully
described here for the first time. Besides its treatment of New England, the
work is of considerable value for its fine contemporary English account of New
Netherland (i.e. New York). The work also deals with the practicalities and
provisions necessary for the long sea-voyage. It contains as well a catalogue of
tools and supplies essential to begin a new life in the colonies.
A description of colonial New England of high importance.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 674/105. CHURCH 627. SABIN 36672. STEVENS,
NUGGETS 1567. HOWES J254, “c.” STREETER SALE 635. VAIL 162. WING
J1019. ESTC R20234. SIEBERT SALE 105. FIELD 780.
$25,000.

A Classic of American Natural History and Travel
27. Kalm, Peter: EN RESA TIL NORRA AMERICA.... Stockholm: Lars Salvii, 1753/1756/1761. Three volumes bound in two. [24],484,[20]; [2],526,[22];
[2],403,344-538 [i.e. 598, as issued],[14]pp., including in-text illustrations, plus
folding plate. 12mo. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards, raised
bands, spine gilt. Boards rubbed and edgeworn, corners lightly bumped. Old
paper label at head of spine of first volume, early ownership signature on front
pastedown of each volume. Moderate tanning, else internally clean. Very good.
The very rare first edition of this important early work on American natural history, in the original Swedish. This is the only complete edition, as the text was
abridged to varying degrees in later editions. Kalm, a noted Swedish botanist,
travelled through North America from 1748 to 1751 to study the flora and collect specimens of plants in order to determine whether they were candidates for
propagation in Sweden. Commissioned by the Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences
and urged by Linnaeus, Kalm visited Philadelphia, Germantown, Wilmington,
New Bristol, Trenton, Princeton, New York, Salem, Rapaapo, Albany, Saratoga,
Fort Anne, Lake Champlain, Montreal, Quebec, Lorette, Bay St. Paul, and Sault
au Recollet. His narrative includes observations on the natives and their customs,
religion, and social institutions. “Most trustworthy description of Swedish settlements in 18th century Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania” – Howes. This
edition contains a few illustrations in the text and a folding view of Cohoes Falls.
HOWES K5, “b”. BELL K6. JCB I:1003. SABIN 36986. TAXONOMIC LITERATURE 3493. WINSOR V, p.244. Coats, The Plant Hunters, pp.277-79.
$8500.

A Project for Colonizing Maine in 1715
28. [Maine]: TO THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF COMMONS OF
GREAT BRITAIN, IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED. THE HUMBLE PETITION OF WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, JOHN EVANS, JOHN NORBOURNE,
DANIEL HALL, BENJAMIN DEVENISH, SAMUEL BALL, AND ALBION
THOMPSON...[caption title]. [London? ca. 1715]. [1]p. with printed docket title
on verso. Small folio. Antique-style three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine
gilt, leather label. Ornamental upper border. Minor foxing. Very good.
A rare and early petition relating to British settlement in the eastern part of
present-day Maine. The authors refer to petitioning “his Majesty in Council, on
the 6th Day of December last, for having a Colony settled between New England
and Nova Scotia” with “over one thousand disbanded men” and to be funded with
the proceeds of a proposed coinage operation. The only copy of this document
listed by OCLC and ESTC is at the New-York Historical Society, which estimates
merely that the document was printed during the 1700s. The historical context,
the text cited above, and discovery of this broadsheet among similar petitions
dating almost exclusively to 1714 and 1715, however, make 1715 an extremely
likely date of printing. In the Treaty of Utrecht (1713) the French ceded the land
east of the Kennebec River (presumably the area in question here) to the British;
this event and the reference to “disbanded soldiers” suggest that the War of the
Spanish Succession had recently ended, which it finally did in 1714. George I
succeeded Queen Anne in late 1714, which means the petitioning of “December
last” could not have been earlier than that year. With the new monarchy and
a major upheaval in the House of Commons following the general election of
1715, petitionary literature distributed in the lobby of Parliament surged, with
this document almost certainly among the examples from that year.
The petitioners, evidently officers who had served in the recent war, call attention to the fact that the lands they hope to settle “were formally survey’d, and
given by King Charles the Second, to the Duke of York,” and that the area has
been confirmed as rich for farming. They ask that Parliament allow them to
present their formal proposals for the settlement or, “if not thought proper to
have a Colony settled in that part of North-America,” at least still to grant them
a contract to coin 1,000 tons worth of half-pence and farthings.
A very important Maine document, one of only two surviving copies.

$9500.

A Pair of Imprints, Printed on the Same Sheet,
Regarding an At-Large Seat from Massachusetts
to the Third Federal Congress
29. [Massachusetts]: [Elections]: COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE SELECTMEN OF THE TOWN OF Sherburne IN THE FIRST DISTRICT, VIZ SUFFOLK, ESSEX AND MIDDLESEX. GREETING. THESE
ARE IN THE NAME OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, TO WILL AND REQUIRE YOU...TO GIVE IN THEIR VOTES...
[caption title and beginning of text]. [Printed with:] THESE CERTIFY, THAT
THE RETURNS FROM THE SEVERAL TOWNS, WITHIN THE FIRST
DISTRICT, VIZ – SUFFOLK, ESSEX, AND MIDDLESEX, RESPECTING
THE CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO REPRESENT THE PEOPLE,
THEREOF, IN THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, HAVE
BEEN EXAMINED...[beginning of text]. [N.p., but likely Boston: Printed by
Thomas Adams, February 15, 1793; June 30, 1792]. Two separate texts printed on
one folio sheet, 13½ x 8¼ inches. Paper seal affixed to upper left corner. Original
folds, minor edge wear. Near fine.
An apparently unrecorded pair of election documents recording early ballot vote
tallies and a subsequent call for another ballot for the two remaining candidates
for the at-large seat in the First District of Massachusetts for the Third United
States Congressional seat in 1792. The elections for the Third Congress in 1792
were important in the political development of the United States, as they further cemented the fledgling two-party system in the country. President George
Washington, who won unanimous reelection in 1792, remained unaffiliated with
any political party while in office, but his allies were largely members of the Federalist Party. The opposition to Washington’s policies generally centered around
the Democratic-Republican Party.
The text in the upper part of the sheet instructs qualified voters to cast a further
ballot in the 1792 Congressional election, while the bottom document lists the
two remaining candidates for the at-large seat in the first district, Samuel Holten
and Benjamin Austin. The later imprint is at the top of the present sheet, while
the earlier vote tally is printed at the bottom. The later imprint, dated February
15, 1793, calls for “the freeholders and other inhabitants of the town of Sherburne
duly qualified to vote for Representatives” to assemble and cast their ballots,
which the Selectmen will “sort and count.” The earlier document is a certified
return declaring vote totals for Holten and Austin, with Holten receiving 1100
an Austin garnering 1260.
The 1792 elections for the Massachusetts’ First Congressional District were hotly
contested. After some redistricting based on the 1790 census, Massachusetts’s
representation in the House jumped from eight to fourteen seats; the First District
received an at-large seat along with one representative for each county – Suffolk,
Essex, and Middlesex. With no single member winning a majority of the vote in
a series of ballots for the at-large seat, the balloting continued into the fall, and

then into the spring of 1793 before it was settled. The first vote was held on
November 2, 1792; the second on January 14, 1793; and the election was settled
on the third ballot on April 1, when Samuel Holten won almost seventy percent
of the vote as an anti-administration candidate. The document printed at bottom here must have been an early preliminary ballot, as it reports more votes
for Austin than it does for Holten, and it is dated four months before the first
official ballot was cast in the at-large race.
The four candidates eventually elected to the Third Congress from the Massachusetts First District were Samuel Holten (at-large), Benjamin Goodhue (Essex),
Samuel Dexter (Middlesex), and Fisher Ames (Suffolk). Three of the four elected
from the First District of Massachusetts were allies of President Washington:
Goodhue, Dexter (who unseated the anti-administration Gerry), and Ames. Samuel
Holten was the only anti-Washington representative from the First District of
Massachusetts, and would help turn the majority of the House of Representatives
to the anti-administration faction, though it was a narrow majority.
The top document is filled out for the town of Sherburne. Both documents are
signed in manuscript by John Avery, the First Secretary of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Avery served in this position from 1780 until his death in 1806.

Both documents are also signed in print by Governor John Hancock. While not
yet reporting final results for the 1792 race, this document does call for the final
ballot which decided the election, and provides an important view of federalperiod electoral politics in Massachusetts.
No copies of either of these imprints appear in OCLC. Evans records a couple
of similar documents to the first imprint here, both for the Selectmen of an
unnamed town in the Second District, with copies at the American Antiquarian
Society, the New York Public Library, and the Library of Congress. Regarding
the second document, OCLC records the only known copy of a similar report
naming eleven candidates for the Congressional race in the Third Southern District of Massachusetts in 1794, also signed in ink by John Avery, located at the
American Antiquarian Society.
Rare, ephemeral evidence of a crucial Federal-era election in Massachusetts.
All refs: Upper document: EVANS 25781. FORD BROADSIDES 2692. ESTC
W10390. BRISTOL B8059. SHIPTON & MOONEY 46503. FORD BROADSIDES 2663. ESTC W953. Lower document: BRISTOL B8737. SHIPTON &
MOONEY 47112. ESTC W10358. OCLC 950918045.
$3250.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Important Early American Theology, by a Noted Missionary
30. Mayhew, Experience: GRACE DEFENDED, IN A MODEST PLEA FOR
AN IMPORTANT TRUTH.... Boston: Printed by B. Green, and Company, for
D. Henchman, 1744. [1],vi,7,[1],208pp. Original half sheep and paper over birch
boards. Paper mostly stripped to reveal boards, spine rubbed and torn, hinges
cracked. Contemporary ownership inscription on titlepage, early 18th-century
gift inscription on front free endpaper. Light foxing and dampstaining, but sound
internally. Good overall, in original condition.
One the most significant theological works by colonial missionary Experience
Mayhew, who worked amongst the tribes of Martha’s Vineyard. The treatise is
a response to religious ideas that sprang forth from the Great Awakening, and in
particular to Jonathan Dickinson’s A Display of God’s Special Grace. “Replying to
Dickinson, a New Jersey Presbyterian, Mayhew admitted that he differed ‘from
most that are in the Calvinian scheme’ and questioned Calvinist teaching on
original sin, limited atonement, and predestination. His aim, however, was not
so much the obliteration of Calvinism as the moderation of its most objectionable
features, so that ‘such as are disposed to Arminianism among us, would be more
inclined to receive our doctrine’” – ANB.
ESTC W12480. EVANS 5439. SABIN 47125. ANB (online).
$2250.

The Famous “Beaver Map”
31. Moll, Herman: A NEW AND EXACT MAP OF THE DOMINIONS OF
THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN ON YE CONTINENT OF NORTH
AMERICA CONTAINING NEWFOUNDLAND, NEW SCOTLAND, NEW
ENGLAND, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, PENSILVANIA [sic] MARYLAND,
VIRGINIA AND CAROLINA. ACCORDING TO THE NEWEST AND
MOST EXACT OBSERVATIONS BY HERMAN MOLL GEOGRAPHER.
London: Printed and Sold by Tho: Bowles next ye Chapter House in St. Pauls
Church-yard, John Bowles, at the Black Horse in Cornhill and by I. King at ye
Globe in ye Poultrey [sic] near Stocks Market, 1715 [but ca. 1730]. Copperengraved map, with period outline hand-coloring, on two joined sheets. Overall
size of joined sheets: 41½ x 25 inches. A very good copy.
The famous Beaver map: Stevens and Tree’s third state (of five), the first to show
the inset of Carolina divided into counties and with named parishes. “One of the
first and most important cartographic documents relating to the ongoing dispute
between France and Great Britain over boundaries separating their respective
American colonies....The map was the primary exponent of the British position
during the period immediately following the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713” – Degrees of Latitude. The British colonies according to British claims are outlined
in alternating red and yellow, with the French outlined in blue. All territory
south of the St. Lawrence River and eastern Great Lakes is shown as British.
Numerous notations relating to territorial claims, Indian tribes, the fur trade,
and the condition of the land cover the face of the map. This map shows the
early 18th-century postal routes in the British colonies and is frequently called
the first American postal map.
There are four insets, including a large map of Carolina and a plan of Charleston.
On this issue of the map, the former shows numerous additions, with Carolina
divided into counties and with parishes named for the first time. At lower left is a
map of Florida and the Deep South, which is based on a map by Thomas Nairne,
the Indian agent for South Carolina. A printed inscription on this inset relating
to the Cherokees states: “one of ye kings of this Nation was in England in 1730.”
The most striking feature of the map is the large vignette which gives the map
its popular name. It consists of an early view of Niagara Falls, with a colony
of beavers at work in the foreground. Pritchard holds that the beaver “was an
appropriate image for the North American map for two reasons: the animal’s
importance to the fur trade, and its industrious nature.”
CUMMING, BRITISH MAPS, pp.6-12. CUMMING, SOUTHEAST IN EARLY
MAPS 158. DEGREES OF LATITUDE 19 (state 4). Reinhartz, Herman Moll
Geographer, pp.18-36. SCHWARTZ & EHRENBERG, pp.138, 144. STEVENS
& TREE, COMPARATIVE CARTOGRAPHY 55(c).
$22,000.

Nantucket at the End of the 19th Century
32. [Nantucket Photographica]: NANTUCKET SCENES TAKEN ON
WEDDING TRIP OF ARTHUR & BESSIE BURT SEPT. 1895 [manuscript
title]. [Various locations in Nantucket, Rockport, and other locations in Massachusetts. 1895]. Thirty-six albumen photographs, from 2½ x 4½ inches to 4½
x 6 inches, with black ink manuscript annotations below the photographs Small
square octavo. Contemporary brown pebbled cloth. Minor wear to covers, cloth
along joints cracked, tied with modern string (string broken at upper binding
hole). Photographs clean and sharp. Overall very good. In a tan cloth clamshell
box, gilt leather labels.
An excellent and early annotated vernacular photograph album capturing the vitality
of the island of Nantucket at the end of the 19th century. The photographs were
taken by, and the album assembled by, Arthur & Bessie Burt, a young married
couple spending their honeymoon on the island in September 1895; one of the

images shows Bessie sitting on the beach on the north side of Nantucket. These
sharp and informative photographs capture Nantucket landmarks such as the
Springfield House Hotel, Brant Point, and Coffyn (or Coffin) House, the oldest
house on Nantucket, built in 1686. The images also include various bird’s-eye
views of Nantucket from all four directions of the compass; views of Nantucket
Harbor; numerous street views on Main Street, Cliff Road, Union Street, and others; the Post Office at Broadway and Sconset; the Sankoty and other lighthouses;
and early homes. There are also a few similar views of Rockport on Thacher
Island, Wrentham, Readville, and Hyde Park, Massachusetts, as well as Newport,
New Hampshire. The latter few images show members of the Burt family and
a scene of lettuce beds on their farm in Wrentham. A captivating collection of
New England photographs documenting Nantucket and other coastal towns in
late Victorian America.
$1500.

Calling for Support of Striking Coal Miners
33. [National Miners Relief Committee]: NATIONAL MINERS RELIEF DEFENSE WEEK JULY 22 TO 29 (INCLUSIVE) THE MOST FAR-REACHING
DRIVE FOR FUNDS EVER UNDERTAKEN TO HELP THE STRIKING
COAL MINERS...[caption title]. Pittsburgh: Allied Printing Trades Council for
the National Miners Relief Committee, [ca. 1928]. Letterpress poster, printed in
red and black, 25 x 19 inches, illustrated with two halftone photographs. Edges
a bit frayed, a few short closed edge tears. Overall very good. Matted.
A rare and striking (in more ways than one) fundraising poster calling for monetary support of coal miners during a work stoppage at the outset of the Great
Depression. The text is printed in red and black, and encourages people to help
“All Workers Organizations Everybody From the Atlantic to the Pacific – From
Canada to Mexico.” The evocative language describes the plight of the coal miners: “Hunger Haunts the Mining Camps! Miners Children Plead With You for a
Little Bread! Evictions Continue! The Terrorism of the Police goes on Day by
Day! The Arrested Miners, their Wives, and Children must be Defended, Protected!” This is followed by requests for donations of food and money, and a call
to join the organization. The bottom of the poster directs interested supporters
to “forward all funds to the National Miners Relief Committee, 611 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.” According to the poster, the National Miners Relief Committee
was raising funds for the miners in conjunction with International Labor Defense,
the legal aid organization of the American Communist Party. A few years earlier,
International Labor Defense provided legal backing for Sacco and Vanzetti, and
in the years after this poster was produced, they would lend critical assistance to
the Scottsboro Boys in Alabama. The photographs on the poster show a poor
rural couple sitting outside among their possessions (likely recently evicted from
their home), and four police officers on horseback following a group of women
protestors. This poster was probably produced in reaction to the numerous coal
miners’ strikes in Pennsylvania in the 1920s, such as the Rossiter Coal Strike in
1927-28, one of many such labor disputes around Pittsburgh collectively categorized as the 1925-28 Western Pennsylvania Bituminous Coal Strikes.
A powerful poster defending labor unions and striking coal miners, published by
an important labor organization working in the United States in the early 20th
century. OCLC records just one copy, at Penn State.
OCLC 909907312.
$850.

Debating Slavery in Pre-Revolutionary Boston
34. [Parsons, Theodore, and Eliphlet Pearson]: A FORENSIC DISPUTE
ON THE LEGALITY OF ENSLAVING THE AFRICANS, HELD AT THE
PUBLIC COMMENCEMENT IN CAMBRIDGE, NEW-ENGLAND, JULY
21st, 1773. BY TWO CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR’S DEGREE.
Boston: Printed by John Boyle, for Thomas Leverett, 1773. 48pp. Dbd. Short
diagonal cut through most of textblock, not affecting text. Two unobtrusive ownership signatures on titlepage. Title-leaf and final leaf worn and stained, some
soiling, final leaf reattached at gutter. Withal, a good copy. In a cloth chemise
and half leather and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
An early and quite scarce American work on slavery, and one of the only known
records of a public debate on the legality of slavery in colonial New England. The
work is especially interesting as it is presented in the form of a collegiate debate
at Harvard on this increasingly controversial issue. Here, Pearson defends slavery
while Parsons argues against it, both basing their arguments on the principles of
natural law. There is also much included on the nature of human equality and
on the perceived emergence of the African from primordial darkness to the light
of Christianity.
ESTC records thirty-four copies in twenty-two discrete institutions, but the work
is quite rare in the market. This is only the second copy we have ever handled,
and the first in almost thirty years.
EVANS 12917. LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA 7455. DUMOND,
p.89. HOWES P107. COHEN 9869. SABIN 25075, 81980. ESTC W38507.
$2750.

mounted on guards throughout, with the double-page key map by
Toms, and the contents leaf tipped in as a fold-out from the rear free
endpaper. Folio. Original half calf and marbled paper boards, raised
bands. Boards with moderate wear and rubbing, loss to marbled paper
in a few places, joints starting to separate but still strong, spine ends
chipped. Bookplate and pencil notes on front pastedown (see below),
light rumpling to endpapers. Minor worming at lower margin near
gutter on the first few leaves (no text affected), one instance of slight
staining, but overall very clean internally. Near fine.
The Thomas W. Streeter copy of the first large-scale map of North
America, and the first printed map to show the thirteen colonies, in
original boards, complete with the separate key map and the contents
leaf.
Henry Popple produced this map under the auspices of the Lord
Commissioners of Trade and Plantations to help settle disputes arising
from the rival expansion of English, Spanish, and French colonies.
“France claimed not only Canada, but also territories drained by the
Mississippi and its tributaries – in practical terms, an area of half a
continent” – Goss, p.122. The present copy of Popple’s map would
have been particularly useful in these early disputes.
Benjamin Franklin, on May 22, 1746, ordered two copies of this map,
“one bound the other in sheets,” for the Pennsylvania Assembly. It was
the only map of sufficient size and grandeur available – and the map
is on a grand scale: if actually assembled it would result in a rectangle
over eight feet square. Its coverage extends from the Grand Banks
off Newfoundland to about ten degrees west of Lake Superior, and
from the Great Lakes to the north coast of South America. Several
of the sections are illustrated with handsome pictorial insets, including views of New York City, Niagara Falls, Mexico City, and Quebec,
and inset maps of Boston, Charles-Town, Providence, Bermuda, and
a number of others.

Streeter Copy
of a Major and Monumental Map of the Thirteen Colonies
35. Popple, Henry: A MAP OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE IN AMERICA WITH
THE FRENCH AND SPANISH SETTLEMENTS ADJACENT THERETO.
London: Engrav’d by Willm. Henry Toms, 1733 [but ca. 1735]. Engraved map
by William Henry Toms on fifteen double-page and five single-page sheets,

“Little is known of Henry Popple except that he came from a family
whose members had served the Board of Trade and Plantations for
three generations, a connection that must have been a factor in his
undertaking the map, his only known cartographic work” – McCorkle.
Mark Babinski has made a detailed study of the issues and states of the
Popple map. This copy is in Babinski’s state 5: the imprint on sheet
20 reads, “London Engrav’d by Willm. Henry Toms 1733”; and sheet one includes
the engraved figure “1” in the upper left corner just above the intersection of
the two neat lines. The very rare small format table of contents is present. The
key map is in Babinski’s state 1, with only Toms’ name below the border at the
bottom and no additional place names in the seventeen small insets.
Thomas W. Streeter’s pencil notes on the front pastedown of this copy are significant with regard to the quality and provenance of this copy. He writes that

“this fine copy in original binding and broad margins with the key map and leaf
of contents attached to the final blank leaf [was acquired] from Roland Tree of
Henry Stevens, Sept. 18, 1941. It was exchanged for a rebound copy lacking the
key map and the leaf of contents and with narrow margins....I gave Stevens the
former copy plus $75. The large key map is of considerable importance and I
believe is somewhat rare as is the leaf of contents.” Interestingly, Streeter’s own
notes on the provenance of this copy are at odds with the note in the catalogue
of his sale, which states that he acquired this copy from Levinson in 1957.
This copy sold at the Streeter sale to Sessler’s in 1967 for $5250, acquired for
H. Richard Dietrich Jr., and has remained in his Dietrich American Foundation
since then.

Mark Babinski, Henry Popple’s 1733 Map (New Jersey, 1998) (ref). BROWN, EARLY
MAPS OF THE OHIO VALLEY 14. CUMMING, THE SOUTHEAST IN EARLY
MAPS 216, 217 (refs). DEGREES OF LATITUDE 24, state 4 (but with engraved
number to sheet 1). FOWBLE, TWO CENTURIES OF PRINTS IN AMERICA
1680-1880 (1987), 6, 7. JOHN GOSS, THE MAPPING OF NORTH AMERICA
(1990), 55 (key map only). GRAFF 3322. HOWES P481, “b.” LOWERY 337,
338. McCORKLE 21. PHILLIPS MAPS, p.569. SABIN 64140. SCHWARTZ &
EHRENBERG, p.151. STREETER SALE 676 (this copy). STEPHENSON &
McKEE, VIRGINIA IN MAPS, map II-18A-B.
$250,000.

The second edition, after the first of the previous year, of the earliest guide to
outline the routes of transit in the North American colonies from the Kennebec
to Jamestown, Virginia. The first part of the work is comprised of tables of currency conversion and interest. The text then lists “Counties and Towns in New
England” and “Courts in the Provinces and Colonies,” including court term schedules. A section follows which lists roads and routes, with mileages, from Boston
to Kennebec, Brunswick, Londonderry, Yarmouth, Northtown (Massachusetts),
Springfield, Hartford via Windham, Cape Cod (with assorted directions on the
Cape), Bristol and Rhode Island, Providence, New London, and New York. Also
listed are routes and mileages from New York to Philadelphia, and Philadelphia
to Jamestown, Virginia. At the end is a list of the “Streets, Lanes, and Alleys in
the City of Boston.”
Thomas Prince (1687-1758) was a prominent Boston clergyman (pastor of Old
South Church), historian, and bibliophile. He is perhaps best known for his
monumental work, A Chronological History of New England, in the Form of Annals...
(1736). Although beginning with the sixth day of creation, it is nevertheless a
pioneering work in scientific historical writing. His library, consisting of over
1500 items, mostly relating to the civil and religious history of New England,
was comparable to those of the Mather family and Governor Hutchinson. Part
of his collection is now at the Boston Public Library.

Earliest Guide Outlining American Roads
36. [Prince, Thomas]: THE VADE MECUM FOR AMERICA: OR A COMPANION FOR TRADERS AND TRAVELLERS.... Boston: Printed by S.
Kneeland and T. Green, 1732. [2],iv,[2],220pp. Very narrow octavo. Contemporary blind ruled calf over wooden boards. Boards worn, corners bumped, lower
rear board partially exposed; spine ends exposed. Amateur reinforcement to front
hinge. Several contemporary inscriptions on front and rear pastedowns and endpapers, and occasionally throughout. Half-inch closed tear to margin of leaf Q4,
occasional foxing and even tanning throughout. Good.

Printer Samuel Kneeland (1697-1769) was the son of Mary Green, of the Green
family dynasty of printers (this work was printed with his business partner and
cousin, Timothy). Kneeland expanded on this dynasty, becoming a leading
bookseller, printer, and publisher in colonial America, with approximately 900
imprints in his career. He printed primarily religious works, but then also the
Boston Gazette and the New-England Weekly Journal, as well as commissions for the
colony of Massachusetts Bay, the governor and province council, and the House
of Representatives. Kneeland frequently worked with (as here) Daniel Henchman
(1689-1761), a bookseller-publisher who, according to Isaiah Thomas, was “the
most eminent and enterprising bookseller that appeared in Boston, or, indeed,
in all British America, before the year 1775” (Thomas, vol. 2, p.423). This is
the same Henchman who, according to Thomas, purportedly contracted with
Kneeland and Green, to print “an edition of the Bible in small 4to. This was the
first Bible printed, in the English language, in America. It was carried through
the press as privately as possible, and had the London imprint of the copy from
which it was reprinted, viz. ‘London: Printed by Mark Baskett, Printer to the
King’s Most Excellent Majesty,’ in order to prevent a prosecution...” (Thomas,
vol. 1, p.305). Thomas is likely incorrect in his details, but he notes that it was
a popular story when he was an apprentice.
EVANS 3598. HOWES P616, “aa.” SABIN 98274. RINK 138. ESTC W28554.
Isaiah Thomas, The History of Printing in America (Worcester, Ma.: Isaiah Thomas,
1810). Jonathan M. Yeager, “Samuel Kneeland of Boston: Colonial Bookseller,
Printer, and Publisher of Religion” in Printing History 11 (2012): 35-61.
$2500.

A Prussian Officer in the American Revolution, Perhaps
37. [Rahmel, August Wilhelm Leopold von]: UEBER DEN DIENST, VON
EINEM, EHEMALS UNTER DER PREUSSISCHEN ARMEE GESTANDENEN, UND JETZT UNTER DEN AMERIKANERN DIENENDEN
OFFIZIER. ENTWORFEN NOCH EH’ DERSELBE SEINEN ERSTEN
DIENST VERLIESS. Boston [i.e. Breslau: Gutsch], 1783. 72pp. Modern bluegreen wrappers, all edges red. Light tanning, occasional foxing throughout. Ink
stamp on titlepage verso. Very good.
Rare first edition of a treatise on military service by an officer “formerly under the
Prussian army and now serving under the Americans.” Anonymously published, this
was one of several works on military instruction and history by August Wilhelm
Leopold von Rahmel (1749-1808), officer in the Prussian army at Breslau and
later mayor of Schmiedeberg (now Kowary, Poland). Rahmel attended the cadet
school in Berlin, and entered military service in 1767, and while we were unable
to verify whether he actually crossed the Atlantic during the Revolutionary War,
the false imprint of “Boston” (really, Breslau) highlights his interest in the cause.
Nevertheless, several prominent Prussian officers did contribute to the revolutionary effort, most notably Baron Friedrich von Steuben, who is credited with
helping teach the Continental Army the essentials of military drill and discipline.
OCLC lists three copies in German libraries, and three in U.S. libraries: Newberry, John Carter Brown, and the Society of Cincinnati.
OCLC 31994563, 258530468. Edmund Goetze, Grundriss zur Geschichte der Deutsche
Dichtung aus den Quellen von Karl Goedeke, Bd. 7: Zeit des Weltkrieges (1790-1815),
Abt. II (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2011), p.427.
$1250.

A few small scuffs and scrapes to
boards and extremities, a few light
spots of foxing (heaviest to portrait
and vol. 1 titlepage), but overall
very clean and crisp throughout.
A handsome set.
First quarto edition of David Roberts’ remarkable depictions of the
Holy Land and Egypt. Roberts
enjoyed a wide popularity in his
day for his European views, but his
outstanding success was certainly
the present work, on which the
modern appreciation of his art is
based.

Celebrated Illustrations of the Holy Land
38. Roberts, David: THE HOLY LAND, SYRIA, IDUMEA, ARABIA, EGYPT,
& NUBIA. AFTER LITHOGRAPHS BY LOUIS HAGHE...WITH HISTORICAL DESCRIPTIONS BY THE REVD. GEORGE CROLY [VOLS. I-III],
WILLIAM BROCKEDON [VOLS. IV-VI]. London: Lithographed, Printed and
Published by Day & Son, 1855-1856. Six volumes bound in three. [6],35,[4]; [2],3;
[1],3; [2],9; [2]; [2]pp. 250 lithographic plates total, including tinted portrait of
Roberts, six tinted titlepages with vignettes, 241 tinted lithographic plates after
Roberts with descriptive leaves (of which ninety-four are colored), two engraved
maps. Quarto. Elaborately gilt contemporary navy blue morocco with two gilttooled borders alternating with gilt triple fillet borders, gilt centerpiece, spines
in six compartments with raised bands, lettered in the second and third, the other
compartments with repeat decoration in gilt, gilt Greek key dentelles, a.e.g. Contemporary inscription of front free endpaper of each volume (“Henry Wilson”).

Upon returning to Britain after two
years abroad, Roberts worked with
lithographer Louis Haghe from
1842 to 1849 to produce the lavish
lithographs from his watercolors
of the places and people of the
Holy Land, Syria, Idumea, Arabia, Egypt, and Nubia. He funded
the original folio edition through
advance subscriptions which he
solicited directly. The scenery
and monuments of Egypt and the
Holy Land were fashionable but
not yet among British artists, and
so Roberts quickly accumulated 400
subscription commitments, with Queen Victoria being subscriber No. 1. It exceeded
all other earlier lithographic projects in scale, and was one of the most expensive
publications of the nineteenth century. Annabel Wharton notes that Roberts’
work has “proved to be the most pervasive and enduring of the nineteenth-century
renderings of the East circulated in the West” (p.161); indeed, reproductions of
Roberts’ works are still sold today. The success of the folio issue was sufficient
to persuade Day & Son to take on the publication of a quarto edition of “one
of the most important and elaborate ventures of nineteenth-century publishing”
(Abbey), with the “plates...reduced to the required size by means of photography”
(advertisement in the Monthly Literary Advertiser, June 1855).
David Roberts (1796-1864) was born at Stockbridge near Edinburgh, and at the
age of ten was apprenticed to Gavin Buego, a house painter. He continued to
work for Buego after the end of his apprenticeship, carrying out work in imitation
stone-work and paneling at Scone Palace and Abercairney Abbey. By 1818, Roberts
had become assistant scenepainter at the Pantheon Theatre in Edinburgh, mov-

ing to theatres in Glasgow and finally in late 1821 to the Drury Lane Theatre in
London where he worked with Clarkson Stanfield. Both artists exhibited regularly
at the Society of British Artists, the Royal Academy, and the British Institution,
and by 1830 Roberts was able to give up his theatre work. In these early years
he toured Scotland and the Continent, visiting Spain in 1832-33.
His desire to travel farther afield was finally realized when in August 1838 he
traveled to Alexandria. It is claimed that he was the first European to have unlimited access to the mosques of Cairo – with the proviso that he did not desecrate
the holy places by using hog’s bristle brushes. Leaving Cairo, he sailed up the
Nile to record the monuments represented in the Egypt and Nubia sections, and
traveled as far as the Second Cataract.
On his return to Cairo, Roberts formed a party which included John Kinnear,
who left his own account of the ensuing journey to Cairo, Petra, and Damascus
(published in 1839). The party adopted Arab dress and set out with over twenty
camels and a native bodyguard. Their route to Petra took them via Mount Sinai,
St. Catherine’s Monastery, and Akaba. The period at Petra (or Idumea) was for
Roberts one of the high points of the entire journey. Only trouble with local tribes
forced him to move on to Hebron. From here, rumors of plague in Jerusalem forced
a detour to Gaza, Askalon, and Jaffa before it was safe to enter the Holy City. He
also visited Jericho, Lake Tiberias, and other biblical sites. Finally Roberts made
his way to the Mediterranean via Nablus and Nazareth and visited the coastal cities
of Tyre, Sidon, and Acre. Baalbek was the last place visited before a combination
of ill-health and the worsening political situation forced him to abandon hopes of
reaching Damascus and Palmyra. Instead he traveled to Beirut and then home.
A handsome set of the quarto edition of Roberts’ Holy Land, a monument of illustrated 19 th-century travel.
ABBEY 388. Annabel Wharton, Selling Jerusalem: Relics, Replicas, Theme Parks
(University of Chicago Press, 2006).
$11,500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Picturing the Funeral
of a Monumentally Important African-American Woman
39. [Robinson, Ida, Bishop]: FUNERAL PROCESSION OF “BISHOP
IDA ROBINSON” FORMER PASTOR OF MT. OLIVE HOLY TEMPLE,
PHILA., PA. APRIL 29, 1946...[title written in the negative]. Philadelphia:
Standard Photo Service Co., [1946]. Large photograph, 10 x 20 inches. Small
chip to upper left corner, short closed tear in left edge, minor edge wear. Light
soiling and creasing. Very good.

Her main reason for founding the church lay in the belief that God had instructed
her to create a church that would “loose the women” and allow them full clergy
rights. She built a real juggernaut of a ministry. At the time she died (sadly too
young at age 55), Bishop Robinson’s organization numbered over eighty churches,
served by 125 women ministers (out of 160 total), a school, missions in Cuba and
Guyana, and a farm in New Jersey.

A substantial photograph picturing the funeral procession of Bishop Ida Bell
Robinson, an important, trailblazing African-American woman who formed the
Mount Sinai Holy Church of America. Robinson was born in Georgia in 1891. In
1909 she married Oliver Robinson, and the two moved to Philadelphia for better
job prospects during the Great Migration. Robinson practiced her evangelism
on the streets before being ordained as a minister in the United Holy Church of
America in 1919. In 1924, she founded, served as first bishop, and was president
of the Mount Sinai Holy Church – positions she would hold for the rest of her
life, which ended about a week before the present photograph was taken. Her
church was one of the most important ministries devoted to supporting women
preachers; six of the original nine members of the church leadership were women.

The present photograph shows Robinson’s funeral procession paused in the street
in Philadelphia. Half a dozen men and women lead a hearse and a line of cars,
interspersed with a handful of police officers, one of whom leads the procession
on a motorcycle. Hundreds of African-American men, women, and children
line both sides of the street. The majority of the mourners look straight into
the camera lens, obviously prompted by the camera operator. The name of the
undertaker is printed below the caption title, as “John C. McKain, Undertaker,
2019 Jefferson St., Phila., Pa.”
No copies are located in OCLC, although a copy resides in the Robert Langmuir
African American Photograph Collection at Emory University.
$1250.

Important Association Copy
40. [Sassoon, Siegfried, and Sydney Carlyle Cockerell,]: Meynell, Viola [ed]:
THE BEST OF FRIENDS FURTHER LETTERS TO SYDNEY CARLYLE
COCKERELL. London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1956. Large octavo. Gilt cloth.
Plates. Some light offsetting from a couple of laid in clippings, but a very good
copy in lightly worn, soiled and frayed dust jacket, with some tanning and spotting to the spine panel.

First edition. Edited by Viola Meynell.
inAn association copy of the first order, in
scribed by Cockerell on the free endsheet
to Siegfried Sassoon: “To Siegfried, my dear
friend, from Sydney Cockerell Christmas
1955.” Twenty-four of the letters included
in the text are from Sassoon to Cockerell,
and there are other references in the text.
Laid in, and once taped in (!) is a 2 1/2
page a.l.s., dictated and in the hand of an
amanuensis, but signed by Cockerell, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey, ‘4:1:56’ to “My very dear
Siegfried,” reading in part: “Of all the nice
letters that you have written to me, the one
that I received this morning is surely the
nicest. I am delighted that you think so
highly of Viola’s book, to which you have
made so many brilliant contributions. She
did all the work when she was in a wretched
state of health and to her alone will justly
go the royalties....” He queries Sassoon if
he is “now a Fellow of Clare? I expected it
but you never told me.” He comments on
George Sassoon’s academic achievements,
and notes that “Nina Griggs is writing for
me as I am rather a weakling today,” and closes “I frequently ponder on my many
happy visits to Heytsbury and on all your kindness. Always yours affectionately
[then in his hand:] Sydney.” Laid in are some clippings, including one by Cockerell
noting the death of Katharine Adams. Also laid in is a small sheet reprinting the
notice of Lady Cockerell’s death in 1949, with the author identified in Cockerell’s
hand. Sassoon has made a few small annotations in the index. The posthumous
Sassoon library dispersal label is affixed to the front pastedown.
KEYNES B31.
$600.

An American Cartographic Cornerstone
41. Scott, Joseph: THE UNITED STATES GAZETTEER: CONTAINING
AN AUTHENTIC DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL STATES. THEIR
SITUATION, EXTENT, BOUNDARIES, SOIL, PRODUCE, CLIMATE,
POPULATION, TRADE AND MANUFACTURES. TOGETHER WITH THE
EXTENT, BOUNDARIES AND POPULATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE
COUNTIES. ALSO, AN EXACT ACCOUNT OF THE CITIES, TOWNS,
HARBOURS, RIVERS, BAYS, LAKES, MOUNTAINS, &c. Philadelphia: F.
and R. Bailey, 1795. Engraved titlepage, [iii]-vi, errata leaf, blank leaf, [292]pp.
Text printed in double columns. Nineteen engraved folding maps, including the
large folding frontispiece map. 12mo. Contemporary tree sheep, red morocco
label. Boards rubbed, mostly along the spine and edges. Two-inch closed tear in
edge of frontispiece map (where bound in). Offsetting from the maps. Very good.
The first gazetteer of the United States, with an important series of engraved
American maps. These, with the maps in Carey’s American Atlas that were issued
the same year, represent a major step forward in American cartography. Scott’s
maps cover the United States in general, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, New
Jersey, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia,
Northwest Territory, and Southwest Territory. An important early work of U.S.
cartography and among the earliest mappings of each state.
HOWES S237. SABIN 78331. EVANS 29476. CLARK III:123. WHEAT & BRUN
125. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 54.
$7500.

Beginning of the Pamphlet War with Hamilton
42. [Seabury, Samuel]: THE CONGRESS CANVASSED: OR, AN EXAMINATION INTO THE CONDUCT OF THE DELEGATES, AT THEIR
GRAND CONVENTION....by A.W. Farmer. [New York: James Rivington],
1774. 27,[1]pp. 19th-century three-quarter calf with marbled boards, spine gilt,
red morocco gilt label. Moderate wear to extremities and joints. Light tanning
and occasional foxing (heavier to first and final leaves). Contemporary ownership
inscription on titlepage, earlier bookseller’s description mounted to front pastedown. Very good. Partially untrimmed.
Seabury was the leading Tory spokesman in the American colonies as the Revolution progressed. In this pamphlet he attacks the actions of the first Continental
Congress in detail. On the last page he takes note of Alexander Hamilton’s
first pamphlet, A Full Vindication of the Measures of Congress..., just published
as an attack on Seabury’s earlier pamphlets. Seabury states that he is “neither
frightened nor disconcerted by it” and promises to reply shortly. The pamphlet
battle between Seabury and the youthful Hamilton marked the launching of the
latter’s brilliant career and is one of the most interesting political exchanges of
the Revolutionary era.
HOWES S252, “aa.” SABIN 78562. AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE 135a. EVANS
13601. NAIP w005299. STREETER SALE 756. REESE, REVOLUTIONARY
HUNDRED 22.
$5500.

Early and Important Hebrew Grammar
43. [Sewall, Stephen]: AN HEBREW GRAMMAR, COLLECTED CHIEFLY
FROM THOSE OF MR. ISRAEL LYONS...AND THE REV. RICHARD
GREY...TO WHICH IS SUBJOINED A PRAXIS, TAKEN FROM THE SACRED CLASSICS, AND CONTAINING A SPECIMEN OF THE WHOLE
HEBREW LANGUAGE: WITH A SKETCH OF THE HEBREW POETRY,
AS RETRIEVED BY BISHOP HARE. Boston: Printed by R. and S. Draper, for
the Honorable and Reverend the President and Fellows of Harvard-College, 1763.
[2],v,[1],83pp. Half title. Contemporary half calf and marbled paper boards, raised
bands. Binding rubbed and worn. Contemporary gift and ownership inscriptions
on front pastedown, front free endpaper, and titlepage. Two-inch tear to upper
margin of leaf D4 (no loss to text). Some tanning and foxing. About very good.
An interesting association copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper: “Ensign
Mann’s Book. A Gift of ye. Revd. Timo. Harrington.” Timothy Harrington (171595) was long-time minister of the First Church in Lancaster, Massachusetts, from
1748 until his death. The recipient, Ensign Mann (1740-1829), added his own
inscription in Latin. Mann was a well-known schoolmaster and tutor in Lancaster
until 1768 when he settled in Petersham, Massachusetts, and became leader of the
Sons of Liberty there. Stephen Sewall (1734-1804) was professor of Hebrew at
Harvard and was one of the leading scholars of his day, specializing in Oriental
languages and Hebrew. In 1761, Sewall succeeded Judah Monis as instructor in
Hebrew at Harvard, a position Sewall held for more than twenty years.
This is the second Hebrew grammar produced in America, preceded only by a
work by Monis published in 1735. Rosenbach asserts that the Hebrew types used
in it were destroyed by fire in 1764. The final twenty-three pages are comprised
of a study of Hebrew poetry.
ROSENBACH AMERICAN JEWISH 43. GOLDMAN, HEBREW PRINTING
IN AMERICA 172. EVANS 9514. ESTC W20434. SABIN 79458, 42873.
$3500.

referred to as “Two Pillars of the Law.” They hold
black flags with the numbers 71 and 122, referring to
the number of votes cast against repeal of the Stamp
Act in the House of Lords and House of Commons.
They, in turn, are followed by Lord Grenville, carrying
a small coffin (the Stamp Act was in effect for only a
year), and by Lord Bute, who, along with other ministers, is weeping. The entire procession is followed
by two priests, one of whom turns his mournful gaze
toward the viewer.

The Funeral of the Stamp Act
44. [Stamp Act]: THE REPEAL. OR THE FUNERAL PROCESSION OF
MISS AMERIC-STAMP [caption title]. [London. After March 18, 1766]. Engraving, 10 x 14 inches. Moderate foxing, light creasing. Very good.
A rare and important print relating to the repeal of the Stamp Act, and one of
the most famous political satires commenting on the Stamp Act. The imposition
of taxes, in the form of stamps, by the Parliament on the American colonies was
one of the driving factors leading the movement toward independence and the
American Revolution. This image celebrates the repeal of the Stamp Act – and
the desired boost in trade that would result – by mocking those leaders that supported the tax. The image is attributed to artist Benjamin Wilson.
The print is full of visual allusions, puns, and signifiers. At the center of the
image is the funeral procession itself, led by Dr. William Scott, who, under the
name Anti-Sejanus, published letters in support of the Stamp Act in London’s
Public Advertiser. Scott holds the text of a sermon “occasioned by the death of
Miss Americ-Stamp,” and a dog is shown urinating on his leg. Scott is followed
by Solicitor-General Wedderburn and Attorney General Norton, mockingly

Two large skulls are shown on pikes above the tomb
of the Stamp Act, one carrying a date of 1715 and the
other a date of 1745. The dates on the skulls refer to
uprisings by the Jacobites, supporters of King James
after the Glorious Revolution of 1688, who continued
to believe that the King’s authority came from God,
not Parliament. The tomb also lists the names of other
acts interred there, such as the Star Chamber Court
and various excise taxes. Three ships are shown in
the harbor – the Conway, Rockingham, and Grafton
– their names representing ministers who had helped
in repealing the Stamp Act. A statue of William Pitt,
celebrated as a defender of the colonists, is being loaded
on the ships for sail to America. The numbers 105
and 250 on the small loading ships signify the votes for
repeal in the House of Lords and House of Commons.
“Stamps for America” are in bundles on the shore, as
is “black cloth return’d from America.” Warehouses
filled with goods bound for America are shown in the
waterfront. The text below the image gives a quite detailed explanation of the
scene, which has an overt pro-American point of view.
This is the third of six contemporary editions of this engraved scene listed by
Stephens & George in the Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires...in the British
Museum. It is distinguished by the lack of an inscription on the coffin, and by a
different inscription on the slab over the vault. The same edition as the present
copy is pictured in Creswell’s entry 623, with no discussion of different editions.
“This cartoon predicts the flourishing of English commerce with the repeal of
the Stamp Act” – Cresswell.
OCLC locates just three copies of this slightly later edition without the inscription on the coffin – at Yale, Harvard, and the Clements Library. These join just
a handful more copies of the first edition in institutional holdings.
A wonderful and rare image celebrating a significant event on the road to the
American Revolution.
CATALOGUE OF POLITICAL AND PERSONAL SATIRES...IN THE BRITISH
MUSEUM IV:4140. THE ENGLISH SATIRICAL PRINT: THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION 11. CRESSWELL 623. FOWBLE, TWO CENTURIES OF
PRINTS IN AMERICA 87. OCLC 612209047.
$10,000.

An Iconic Image
45. Stieglitz, Alfred: THE STEERAGE. [N.p. N.d., but taken in 1907, printed
in 1911]. Photogravure, 7¼ x 6 inches. Fine. Matted and framed.
The Steerage is one of the most acclaimed photographs ever taken, and its influence
on the development of the medium cannot be understated. The image represents
a turning point in the evolution of photography, and also a landmark moment in
the career of celebrated photographer Alfred Stieglitz – many have hailed it as
the artist’s first truly “modernist” picture. After an illustrious career, Stieglitz
recognized The Steerage’s importance in his oeuvre: “If all my photographs were
lost, and I’d be represented by just one, The Steerage, I’d be satisfied.”
Alfred Stieglitz was an extremely influential figure in the history of photography.
From the beginning of his career in the late 19th century, Stieglitz was dedicated
to elevating the medium of photography to the status of a fine art. He believed
photographs to be aesthetic works, not simply documentary records, and that the
photographer was more akin to a craftsperson than to a machine operator. To
this end, he founded the Photo-Secession exhibition society, and its associated
periodical, Camera Work, to promote photography as an artistic medium. The
Steerage in particular is evidence of Stieglitz’s tireless advocacy for his medium.
He reproduced it not only in Camera Work, but also in popular magazines such as
Vanity Fair and the Saturday Evening Post. Stieglitz himself oversaw the printing
of this image when it was reproduced for Camera Work, creating a special link
between this particular print and the artist himself.
Stieglitz captured this image during a 1907 sea voyage from New York to Bremen, Germany. It depicts the steerage-class passengers – most likely immigrants
who were denied entry into the United States and who were making the solemn
journey back to Europe – aboard the ocean liner Kaiser Wilhelm II. Although the
image has historically been viewed as a monument to the immigrant experience,
Stieglitz was actually more interested in the formal elements of the composition
than any social message. Reflecting on his experience making the image, Stieglitz
said, “As I came to the end of the [deck of the ship] I stood alone, looking down.
The whole scene fascinated me....I saw a picture of shapes and underlying that
the feeling I had about life....Here would be a picture based on related shapes
and on the deepest human feeling, a step in my own evolution, a spontaneous
discovery.” Abandoning his previous Pictorialist style that favored a single, central
subject, and a clear narrative, The Steerage focuses instead on shape and line and
thus represents a critical moment in the development of his art. Describing the
scene, Stieglitz recalled, “A round straw hat, the funnel leading out, the stairway
leaning right, the white drawbridge with its railings made of circular chains – white
suspenders crossing on the back of a man in the steerage below, round shapes of
iron machinery, a mast cutting into the sky, making a triangular shape. I stood
spellbound for a while, looking and looking.”
$15,000.

A Landmark East Asian Travel Account
46. Tavernier, Jean-Baptiste: THE SIX VOYAGES OF JOHN BAPTISTA
TAVERNIER...THROUGH TURKY [sic] INTO PERSIA, AND THE EASTINDIES, FINISHED IN THE YEAR 1670...TOGETHER WITH A NEW
RELATION OF THE PRESENT GRAND SEIGNOR’S SERAGLIO...TO
WHICH IS ADDED A DESCRIPTION OF ALL THE KINGDOMS WHICH
ENCOMPASS THE EUXINE AND CASPIAN SEAS. BY AN ENGLISH
TRAVELLER, NEVER BEFORE PRINTED. [bound with:] A COLLECTION OF SEVERAL RELATIONS & TREATISES SINGULAR AND
CURIOUS, OF JOHN BAPTISTA TAVERNIER, BARON OF AUBONNE.
NOT PRINTED AMONG HIS FIRST SIX VOYAGES. London. 1678-1680.
Two volumes bound in one. First title in four parts: [2],2,[18],264; [2],214; [6],97;
[8],107-19,[3]pp. including publisher’s advertisements, plus twenty four engraved
plates (one folding) and text illustrations. Second title in two parts: [20],66,[2];
14,[4],15-46,[4],47-87,[1]pp. including bookseller’s advertisement, plus two maps
on one folding leaf and eight engraved plates (six folding). Folio. 20th-century
three-quarter pebbled cloth over marbled boards, spine gilt. Ownership inscription
on front fly leaf: “Thomas A. Wise 1852.” First title: Contemporary manuscript
annotations in margin of p.143 of second part. One plate with contemporary
manuscript annotations crossed out. Second title: Clean tears in folding leaf with
two maps expertly repaired (no loss). Three plates with contemporary manuscript
annotation in upper margin crossed out; one plate torn at bottom (no loss of image,
but caption text removed); one plate with contemporary manuscript annotation
in upper margin crossed out and torn at bottom, affecting most of caption text;
one plate with contemporary manuscript annotation. Very light age-toning, particularly at outer edges, occasional minor foxing and soiling. A very good copy.
In a cloth clamshell box, leather label.
A fine gathering in a single volume of the early English translations of Tavernier’s renowned and informative accounts of his travels in Asia. Lach refers to
the author as “one of the most celebrated travelers of the seventeenth century
and one of its greatest authorities on the routes of Eastern travel and on the diamond mines of India.” The son of a Parisian geographer, Tavernier completed
six overland journeys to Turkey, Persia, and India between 1631 and 1668. “In
1676-77 at Paris, Tavernier published in two volumes Les Six Voyages, one of the
most popular books of the seventeenth century. The first volume is centered on
Turkey and Persia; the second on India, Ceylon, and the East Indies. By 1712
this work was reprinted at least six times in French, three times in English, and
one time each in German, Dutch, and Italian” – Lach.
The Six Voyages... records Tavernier’s extensive travels through India, Ceylon, Indonesia, and Persia. Lach writes that the Voyages, “are rich in materials on routes,
traveling conditions, trading practices, the mines of Golconda [in India], and the
Dutch and English activities in the East. While Tavernier’s contemporaries debated the authenticity of the Voyages, modern scholars agree that they constitute
a valuable source for Indian history during the years from 1640 to 1667, or for
almost a generation.” The twenty-four plates include numerous engravings of

coins and gems, reflecting the author’s commercial activities, as well as images of
town plans and scenes of local color. Two of the finely engraved plates provide
examples of Arabic script.
The second work, A Collection of Several Relations & Treatises Singular and Curious,
is the English translation of Tavernier’s 1679 supplement to the original account
of his six voyages. Composed of five separate parts based on the author’s own
observations and reports from other travellers, these accounts include descriptions
of Japan (and Christian persecution there); French negotiations in Persia and
India following the establishment of Colbert’s East India Company; the kingdom

of Tongking (now the northern part of Vietnam); the author’s own observations
on commerce in the East Indies; and Tavernier’s highly critical remarks on “how
the Hollanders manage their affairs in Asia.” The two maps (on one folding leaf)
are of Tongking and Japan; all eight plates show scenes of Tongking, including
two related to funerary customs, one of pagodas, and one with fine detail of the
costumes of the court.
A fine set of the early English translations of Tavernier’s celebrated and authoritative account of the East Indies.
COX pp.275-76. Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe III, Book 1, pp.416-18. WING
T256 (Six Voyages); T250 (Collection).
$12,500.

Lahore Pakistan.” Minor soiling to binding, moderate wear
to paper label. Contents generally clean and in excellent
condition. Very good overall.
A likely-unique assemblage of photographs and ephemera
relating to an educational workshop conducted by the United
States Educational Foundation in Pakistan (USEFP) in the
mid-20th century. A non-governmental organization still
active more than seventy years after its founding, the USEFP’s
goal is to promote educational cooperation between the U.S.
and Pakistan. After gaining its independence from Britain
in 1947 Pakistan sought to remain technically non-aligned
with regard to Cold War international politics, but over
time developed a significant relationship with the United
States, including the leasing of the Peshawar Air Station
for American use beginning in 1956.

Fulbright grant.

U.S.-Pakistani Educational Cooperation During the Cold War
47. [United States Educational Foundation in Pakistan]: [Cope, Calvin]: [ANNOTATED PHOTOGRAPH AND SCRAPBOOK ALBUM DOCUMENTING AN AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOP IN PAKISTAN IN
THE MID-1950s]. [Various locations in Pakistan, including Peshawar, Lahore,
Dacca, and Karachi. 1956]. Twenty-two large-format professional photographs,
6 x 8 inches, with decorated tissue guards, most with typed captions mounted
beneath the images. Thirty smaller format vernacular photographs, a partiallyprinted certificate, a small handwritten card, and three newspaper or magazine
articles pasted in or laid in. Oblong quarto. Contemporary maroon textured
leatherette photograph album (made in Pakistan), string-tied, paper label taped
to the front board reading: “With Compliments from the Education Department,

Most of the larger photographs in this album have typed
captions, and document various Pakistani officials and
USEFP members speaking and teaching during an educational workshop in “West Pakistan,” running discussion
groups and meetings, and attending receptions and other
activities. There is also a “Group photo of the members
and the Delegation of the Education Foundation.” One of
the speakers who worked for the USEFP and is pictured
here leading a discussion group is Calvin Cope, who seems
to be the compiler of the present album; two newspaper
articles on Cope’s experiences in Pakistan are mounted in
the rear of the album. Cope was a university professor and
administrator at Monterey Peninsula College in California
who spent a year in a teaching program after receiving a

In addition to the professional photographs, Cope has included thirty vernacular
photos in the album, two of which picture him and his wife in traditional Pakistani
dress (one of these is reproduced in one of the newspaper clippings about Cope).
Most of the other vernacular pictures show Pakistani students in school and at
play, and include multiple shots of Pakistani friends, as well as additional photos
from the educational workshop, providing a deeper look into the event. Besides
the two newspaper articles, an article on the Karachi educational workshop is laid
in. Other ephemeral items include a small handwritten card with the numbers
one through ten translated into Pakistani along with two Pakistani phrases, and a
certificate from the USEFP and the Directorate of Education in Peshawar inviting the bearer to attend the “Certificate Awarding Ceremony” of the teacher’s
workshop in that city, to be held at the “No. 1 Govt. High School, Peshawar.”

The United States Educational Foundation in Pakistan was established in 1950
and is still an active organization devoted to educational cooperation between
the United States and Pakistan. According to their website: “USEFP is guided
by a binational commission composed of an equal number of Pakistanis and
Americans, with the Chair alternating each year between a Pakistani and an
American. USEFP is one of 49 ‘Fulbright Commissions’ located throughout the
world. Since 1951 when the first group of Pakistani grantees traveled to America
and in 1952 when the first American grantees visited Pakistan, the USEFP has
fostered mutual understanding between the people of Pakistan and the people of
the United States through educational and cultural exchange. More than 8,000

Pakistanis and around 935 Americans have participated in USEFP administered
exchange programs. The Foundation receives support and counsel from both the
Pakistan and U.S. governments, but it is not an agency of either. The Foundation supervises a variety of programs that send Pakistani students and scholars to
American campuses while bringing American scholars to universities in Pakistan.
The goal of all USEFP programs is to help Pakistanis learn more about the U.S.
and to help Americans learn more about Pakistan and its people.”
An interesting and unique record of the early years of the USEFP’s efforts at
educational diplomacy in Pakistan.
$950.

A Huge Panorama of Venice in the 1870s
48. [Venice]: [Italian Photographica]: [EPIC PHOTOGRAPHIC PANORAMA OF VENICE, ITALY]. [Venice. ca. 1870s]. Panoramic photograph,
11¼ x 150 inches. Mounted on card, linen-backed in nine sections, folding into
leather slipcase stamped “VENISE” in gilt. Light surface dusting. Slipcase worn
and partially split. Panorama near fine.
An amazing panorama of the “Queen of the Adriatic.” Measuring over twelve
feet, this striking panorama shows the southern side of Venice as taken from the
bell tower of the Chiesa del San Giorgio Maggiore, a 16th-century Benedictine
church located just east of the barrier island of Giudecca, directly opposite San
Marco and the Doge’s Palace. The photograph shows the entire expanse of
the city, from the western end to the public gardens on the eastern extreme of
the island, and depicts a bustling port city, with numerous ships running in the
Venetian Lagoon. A stunning and important photographic record of one of the
planet’s most romantic cities.
$7500.

ville, 1511), and Johannes Stobnicza’s 1512 map. This
was the most important map featured in Johann Schott’s
edition of Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographie Opus Novissima
Traductione e Grecorum Archetypis Castigatissime Pressum,
the first modern atlas.
This map depicts the eastern coast of North and South
America in a continuous line from the northern latitude
of 55° to Rio de Cananor at the southern latitude of 35°
(approximately the Rio de la Plata), with about sixty places
named. The notably blank interior of the continent is
appropriately labeled “Terra Incognita.” In the Caribbean, Cuba is identified as “Isabella,” after Queen Isabella
of Spain; Hispaniola is “Spagnolla”; and Puerto Rico is
“Boriguem.” Jamaica (Jamaiqua) is also featured, together
with several smaller islands in the Caribbean and Bahamian
archipelagos. North America is somewhat compressed,
and includes a river named Caninor, quite possibly the
St. Lawrence River. About twenty places are identified
on the North American coastline, drawn primarily from
Portuguese sources, including the Cantino Portolano Planisphere (1502) and the Caverio map of the world (ca. 1505).

One of the Earliest Printed Maps of the Western Hemisphere
49. [Waldseemüller, Martin]: TABULA TERRE NOVE [THE ADMIRAL’S
MAP]. [Strassburg: Johann Schott, March 12, 1513]. Woodblock map on two
joined sheets. Overall joined sheet size: 18¼ x 20¾ inches. Evidence of previous
mounting on outer margins (not touching text), light even tanning. Diagonal tear
in lower left corner, with loss of paper (not affecting text). Very good.
An excellent copy of the earliest obtainable printed map focusing on the western
hemisphere. It is preceded only by Peter Martyr’s map of the Spanish Main (Se-

The depiction of the Floridian peninsula and the curve of
the coast of the Gulf of Mexico suggests that Waldseemüller had access to reports from as-yet unrecorded voyages.
The first recorded European contact with Florida was by
Ponce de Léon’s voyage, which was in 1513, the same year
this map was printed; the first mapping of the Gulf was
done during Alonso Álvarez de Pineda’s voyage in 151719. The text printed near the northern coast of South
America explains that the land and adjacent islands were
discovered by Columbus: “Hec terra cum adiacentib[us]
insulis inuenta est per Columbu[m] ianuensem ex mandato
Regis Castelle” (“This land with its adjacent islands was
discovered by Columbus, sent by the king of Castile”).
Some scholars have suggested that this was Waldseemüller’s effort to correct his 1507 map, which credited Amerigo Vespucci with the
discovery of America. Adding to further debate, Waldseemüller notes the source
of this map as “the Admiral,” with some scholars asserting this must be Columbus,
and others arguing that it refers to Amerigo Vespucci. Recent scholarship suggests
that it may be from an inscription on the Caverio map noted above.
Regardless, this map is central to the cartographic history of the Americas. Excepting the smaller edition of this map published by Laurent Fries in Lyon (1522), it
was not until 1534 that another large-scale map of the Americas was published,
by Giovanni Battista Ramusio. Martin Waldseemüller (ca.1470-ca.1522) was one
of the leading cartographers during the first great period of global exploration by

European powers. He studied at the University of Freiburg, and then joined a
group of humanist scholars based at the Abbey of St. Dié in Alsace. Waldseemüller
was inspired by Vespucci’s work, Mundus Novus, which argued for the first time that
the “New World” was a distinct landmass. Accordingly, in 1507, Waldseemüller
published the first map, printed or in manuscript, to depict a separate Western
Hemisphere, with the Pacific as a separate ocean (Universalis Cosmographia Secundum Ptholomaei Traditionem...). This map clearly portrays the Americas as “the
Fourth Part of the World,” with a western coastline, showing it to be completely
separate from Asia. This map was perhaps a bit too controversial at the time,
and this Tabula Terre Nove, while still revolutionary, may have been his attempt
to scale back the claims in the 1507 map. Here, Waldseemüller does not show a
western coastline, leaving the possibility of the Americas as a separate landmass

to be ambiguous. The label “America” is also absent, and credit for discovery is
given solely to Columbus. In spite of this, “America” was utilized by Mercator
in 1538, and from then on was the name of the New World.
This striking map is a foundational item in the history of cartography, and is
uncommon to find separate from Schott’s Ptolemy.
BARLOW SALE 2037. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 513/6. HARRISSE 74. JCB
(3)I:57-58. SABIN 66478. SHIRLEY, WORLD MAPS 34. STREETER SALE 6.
PHILLIPS, ATLASES 359. WORLD ENCOMPASSED 56. Bagrow, History of
Cartography, p.126. PANZER VI:283. PROCTOR 10271. SHIRLEY, BRITISH
ISLES 10. Stevens, Ptolemy’s Geography (1908), p.44.
$45,000.

Interesting Collection of Letters
Documenting the Life of a Brown University President and His Wife
50. Wayland, Francis: Wayland, Lucy Lane Lincoln: [A SELECTION OF
FAMILY LETTERS FROM FRANCIS WAYLAND SR., FRANCIS WAYLAND JR., AND HIS WIFE LUCY WAYLAND, AS WELL AS PUBLISHING
CONTRACTS FOR TWO OF WAYLAND’S BOOKS, AND ASSORTED
EPHEMERA]. Providence, R.I.; Boston, Ma.; and Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 18251864. Thirty-eight autograph letters, signed, many docketed on verso, a few
retaining wax seals; three documents; thirty-nine pieces of ephemera, including
receipts and insurance certificates. Plus a 28pp. pamphlet. Old folds, occasional
small closed tears, a few tears related to rough openings. Two items separating
at folds, occasional light soiling. Pamphlet: Self-wrappers. Mild wear, light, even
tanning. Very good overall.

A collection of intimate family letters from members of the Wayland family, a
prominent Baptist family from early America onward, largely related to the life and
work of the important Baptist minister and Brown University President, Francis
Wayland, Jr. Most of the letters in this collection are from Francis Jr.’s first wife,
Lucy (1798-1836), though there are also letters from Francis Jr. to Lucy, Francis
Jr. to his sons Francis III and Lincoln, and a letter from the elder Francis to his
grandsons. Most of the letters are from Lucy Wayland, describing family life and
Francis Wayland Jr.’s activities at Brown and in the ministry. Also included are
two manuscript contracts between Francis Wayland Jr. and the Boston publishers
Gould, Kendall, and Lincoln for two books written by Wayland.

Francis Wayland Jr. (1796-1865) graduated from Union College, studied medicine
for two years, was a tutor at Union, and then became a Baptist minister at the First
Baptist Church of Boston. Wayland’s sermons gained him notoriety in the Baptist
community, which in turn led to an honorary degree from Brown University in
1822 and his election to the Corporation in 1825. After five years as a minister,
he accepted a professorship at Union in 1826, but only a few months later he was
named president of Brown University, where he served for nearly thirty years.
During his time at Brown, he taught and wrote extensively, and introduced a
number of changes to the curriculum. In his 1850 address to the Corporation, he
suggested that “every student might study what he chose, all that he chose, and
nothing but what he chose.” This opened up entrance and degree requirements
(which were often critiqued) and introduced the first electives.
The earliest letters in the collection are three letters from Francis Jr. to his first
wife, Lucy, a month and a half before they were married on November 21, 1825.
Dated October 7, 9, and 11/12, they were written to Lucy while she was in Ashburnham, Massachusetts, recovering from an unidentified ailment. His letters are
pastoral in nature, encouraging her in her religious devotions; he expresses his
concern for her health, but also his frustration that she has not yet made plans to
return. Francis seems to take himself very seriously, and in many of Lucy’s letters
to other family members, she kindly pokes fun as his stolid demeanor. Soon after
the wedding, Lucy writes to Francis’ mother Sarah (January 8, 1826) discussing
her love for her new family, but also including an interesting observation: “The
colonists for Liberia sailed last Wednesday. Among them was a very pious, humble
Christian, a Mr. [Calvin] Holton a Baptist minister. He goes out as a missionary
– his object is to preach to the natives in the vicinity of the colony, and also in the
interior.” Holton was part of the American Colonization Society, travelling with
Horace Sessions, a minister and agent of the society, and thirty-four free-born
African Americans on the brig “Vine” to the Colony of Liberia. Despite Lucy’s
good wishes, Holton and most of the other Americans did not fair well, and all
but one were dead from disease by August of the same year.
Lucy Wayland’s letters follow a similar pattern, she expresses love and concern
for her recipient, and then tucks in a particularly interesting piece of information before closing. A year later is a letter (October 20, 1826) from Lucy to
Francis’ sister Anna, in which she lovingly describes her new baby, Francis III
(born August 23). She explains how she had to insist on the name Francis, since
“a certain professor in Union College was at first inclined to object.” A bit
later that year (December 21) is a letter from Lucy to Francis’ parents, Francis
Sr. and Sarah. She provides extensive updates on the baby and then shares the
news that Francis has been “unanimously elected to the office of the President
in Brown University,” and that he is there “to ascertain the situation of things”
as she writes. She proceeds to discuss all the advantages this new position offers,
and then includes an extended section on transitions at the First Baptist Church
in Boston. Lucy’s subsequent letters to Anna continue to report on Francis III’s
progress (he’s a “prodigy”), the birth of her daughter Emma (June 4, 1828), and
then the child’s untimely death just a year later. She also discusses her own ill-

nesses and depression from time to time, which can also often be gleaned from
the quality of her penmanship. In her letters to Francis’ parents, she gives regular
reports on his progress as president at Brown, relating his efforts to raise the
moral and religious character among the students, and holding regular Bible study
classes. In one of the last letters from Lucy in this collection (she died in 1836),
she writes to Anna about meeting “Mr. Audubon the celebrated naturalist. He
with his lady called here a few weeks since. I wish you could see him. He has
a very striking & I should say a splendid face. His eyes are beautiful & have a
very benign expression.”
There are four letters from Francis Jr. to his children. The first (July 20, 1840) is
written with his second wife, Hepsibah “Hepsy” Clarke Swan Howard (1802-72),
in which half of the letter is to Francis III from Hepsy, and the other half is to
Lincoln from Francis Jr., all on the same sheet. The boys are at both at Phillips
Academy, Andover, at this point and Hepsy responds to Francis’ news about his
upcoming exhibition and new clothing he’d like to have for the event. Predictably,
she determines he doesn’t need anything. A few weeks later, in another letter to
Francis III, Francis Jr. is very stern, strongly scolding his oldest son for getting
his teeth broken in a game of stone throwing. Francis Jr. is also disappointed
with Francis III’s attention to detail: “Your letter came to hand today. You see
I answer it immediately. You received ours on the 23rd and answered it on the
28. This is not punctuality.” The rest of his letters are equally stern. The one
letter in the collection from the elder Francis to his grandsons, Francis III and
Lincoln (May 7, 1839) shows a much more indulgent spirit.
Of particular interest are manuscript copies of two contracts between Francis
Jr. and the Boston publishing firm Gould, Kendall, and Lincoln. The first is a
contract for The Elements of Political Economy, Abridged for the Use of Academics
(1838), signed and sealed by Wayland and Gould, Kendall, and Lincoln. As is
typical, the contract grants Gould, Kendall, and Lincoln exclusive rights to publish
and sell Francis’ book for the term of copyright, and in exchange they will pay
Francis, “his heirs, administrators and assigns, on the first day of January and
July of each year ten cents for each and every copy by them sold....” This book
abridged Francis’ The Elements of Political Economy (1837), which he wrote as a
textbook for his course at Brown of the same name. The work promptly replaced
Jean Baptiste Say’s Treatise on Political Economy as the principal economics text in
American colleges. Francis attacked, among other things, the statism of the French
Revolution, the backwardness of the Indians, the “tyranny” of labor unions, and
the evils of helping the undeserving poor. The second is a contract for Letters
on the Ministry of the Gospel (1863), signed and sealed by Francis and Gould and
Lincoln (Kendall withdrew from the firm in 1850). In this instance, Francis only
earned six cents per copy, Gould and Lincoln no doubt anticipating smaller sales
on this title. Finally, there is a printed form completed in manuscript from the
District of Rhode Island confirming Francis’ copyright for Notes on the Principles
and Practices of Baptist Churches (1857).
Also included are a wide variety of receipts from the Wayland household, almost
all from 1864. One can see the full spectrum of the Wayland family expenses,

including paying tax on a share from the Providence Athenaeum as well as Internal Revenue and Providence city taxes; gas bills; buying clothing, books, seafood,
groceries, seeds, farming equipment, and coal; getting new shoes for the horses
and new equipment for the carriage; binding their back issues of Atlantic Monthly
and Harper’s; and policies from American Insurance Company. There is also a
copy of a later printing of Francis’ The Moral Dignity of the Missionary Enterprise
(New York: American Tract Society, [ca.1830s]).
Francis Wayland Jr. never approved of slavery, but until the late 1840s he opposed abolition. He condemned slavery in Elements of Moral Science, but in The
Limitations of Human Responsibility, he argued that “we have no right to force our
instructions” on Southerners; “if they will not hear us...God does not mean to use
our instrumentality in the affair.” By 1845, Wayland determined that American
slavery was repugnant to the scriptures, to conscience, and to the principles of
the Declaration. Despite his efforts as president of the General Missionary Convention of the Baptist Denomination in the United States for Foreign Missions
(1844-45), he was not able to prevent the secession of southern Baptists. By the
1850s, he was preaching civil disobedience to the Fugitive Slave Law. Francis
left Brown in 1855 and in his retirement, served as pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Providence.
A remarkable collection of letters documenting Francis Jr.’s early career through
the observant and compassionate eyes of his wife, Lucy.
$3750.
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